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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 

The delinquent behaviors of youth have been a concern in 

most societies as far back as ~ritten records allow us to 

infer. .In 2270 B.C. for example, the Code of Hammurabi 

addresses the problem of disobedient and runaway children 

{Kocourek and ~iqmore, 1951). Specialized provisions for 

delinquent youth .have been incorporated into laws and oth-er 

formalized codes for behavior and in more recent centuries 

the proliferation of literature upon the topic of iuvenile 

delinquency has been diverse and extensive. 

In a review of selected documents from Enaland, Scotland, 

Australia, and the United States, Sanders f1970) identif ie.s 

124 writinqs in the pet:iod from 688 A .. D. to 1900 which dea.l 

with the topic of iuvenile delinquencv, punishment of 

delinquents, and the treatment of delinquent youth. He 

states, "so many books, pamphlets and articles on juvenile 

delinquency are pouring from the presses that the reading 

public is becoming skeptical as to liihether anything new can 

be written about the subiect" (1970: xvii). Whereas the 

accuracy of this statement is questionable, the phenom€non 

to which it refers is unmistakable. Not onl v has juvenile 

delinquency been the subiect of public concern since the 
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beqinninq of recorded historv, it has been the subject of 

intense concern in post-industrial, urban society. 

Manv exp.lanations l1ave been advanced for the inci:eased 

emphasis upon juvenile delinquencv in recent decades. 

However, central to most explanations is the increased 

frequency of juvenile delinquency in industralized, urban 

societies: thus, increased delinquencv rates are associated 

with qreater concern. In turn, the view of delinguencv as a 

social problem in post-industrial societv is linked to such 

factors as chanqes in the family's structure and 

socialization function (Haskell and Yablonsky, 1982) and the 

chanqinq nature of adolescence, youth subcultures, youth 

unemplovment, and chanqinq community and family 

relationships (Friday and Hage, 1976). 

Just as delinquency rates and public concern have been en 

the increase, so a.lso has the socioloqica.1 study of er im·e 

and delinquencv. In the first part of the 20th century, the 

study 0£ crime and delinquency moved at a very slow pace 

(Quinney, 1975), but initially was qiven sociological 

ce.levance and empirica.l import in this period by Clifford 

Shaw and Henry McKav, Edwin Sutherland# and Robert Nerton. 

Accordinq to Gibbons (1979} the period from 1930 to 1955, 

followinq the initial onset of socioloqical cri~inology, can 

he characterized by a •1textbook explosion" and the 
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maturation of the study of criminoloqy and iavenile 

delinquency, which became well established in the socioloqy 

departments of American colleqes and univei:sities. The 

period from 1955 to 1970 is characterized by the development 

of "mainstream criminoloqy," which focuses on five major 

theoretical issues: hidden delinquency, offender typologies, 

qang and delinquent subcultures, corrections., and social 

control formulations CGibbons,1979). Each of these issues 

within mainstr:eam criminology is in turn characterized by a 

theoretical history, maior theories and proponents, and 

numerous operationalizations of relevant concepts. 

The latter half of the 20th centurv has been 

characterized by an increasinq rate of delinquent behavior# 

an increased public and academic concern -with delinquency, 

and the rise and maturation o.f socioloqical criminology. 

Whereas no causal connection between an v of these events is 

implied, it is reasonable to suqqest that changes in ODe may 

either directly or indirectly produce an e£fect in another. 

For instance, policy implications derived from sociological 

research rnav influence public opinion as well as delinquency 

rates, if successfully implemented. If such an effect is 

positive in terms of public opinion., the sociological 

enterprise may benefit from further investments of the 

public 1 s resources into research, thereby increasing 

academic activity. 
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Wha·tever the precise nature of ·the relationship, if any, 

between socioloqical criminoloqy # public opinion, and 

delinquency, it shoul.d be under.stood that the relationship 

between delinquency and socioloqical criminology is 

qualitatively different from the relat~onship betveen 

delinquency and public opinion. The concern with juvenile 

misconduct by socioloqical criminoloqists must be free of 

moral pronouncments and platitudes. whereas public opinion 

is under no such restrictions. As a scientific enterpi:ise, 

socioloqical criminoloqy must be concerned with the 

qeneration and testinq of propositions -whicll explain the 

relationships between events in the empirical world. These 

propositions .must be combined in a loqica 1 manner in order 

to account for empirical facts alceadv known and to predict 

empirical realtionships vet unknown. In sum. socioloqical 

crimino1oqy must be concerned with the creation and testinq 

of theory. Furthermore, each of these is an equally 

leq~tirnate scientific endeavor. The empirical validation of 

theory is as much an important part of the scientific 

process as is the creation 0£ theorv. 

In the field of cr.:iminoloqy there have be·e.n many 

competing. as well as complementarv, explanations of 

iuvenile delinquency. However, several of these 

explanations tend to fall short on theo.r=etical qrounds w.hile 
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others tend t.o experience difficulty in empirical 

verification,, For instance, one important line of thought 

embodies social disorqanization {Shaw et al., 1929: Shaw and 

McKay, 1942) and anomie (Merton, 1968) perspectives which 

view delinquency as the result of disruption and instability 

in social structures and institutions. such instability is 

generally viewed as producinq ambiquitv with reqard to 

appropriate activity, resulting in a weakened ability to 

control behavior. But both concepts of disorqanizatio.n and 

anomie have been di£ficult to operationalize at the 

microsocial level and thus difficult to test with cegard to 

individual behavior. 

A contrasting line of thouqht can be found in subcultural 

explanations of delinquency, w.hich tend to focus on 

differences in value svstems between social classes. Fer 

instance, Miller (1958) arques that lower class values and 

lifestyles are conducive to delinquent behavior. Eowever, 

Miller's thesis has met yith difficultv in attempts at 

operationalization and verification. Cohen (1955) has 

argued that poor school performance, and thus delinquency, 

results amonq lower class boys from conflicts with middle 

class values embodied in the educational institution. 

However, for the most part, Cohen's "middle class measurinq 

rod" has not been consistently verified. As a final example 
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of subcultut"al theory, Cloward and Ohlin {1960) suqqest 

differential access to opportunity amonq the lower classes 

produces poor self concepts and frustrations which become 

manifested in various forms of delinquencv. But again, 

Cloward and Ohlin • s 11differential opportunitv" thesis has 

not received substantial empirical verification. 

Interpersonal and situational theories tend to attribute 

greater flexibility to behavior and view delinguency as a 

result of the same conditions as nondelinquent .behavior .. For 

instance, su therla nd' s ( 1939) Hd ifferential association 11 

views delinquent behavior as learned, iust as any behavior 

is learned.. Delinquen<:y results from exposure to an excess 

of attitudes favorable to the violation of the law. Whereas 

differential association was oriqinallv stated in 

propositional form, it bas experienced difficulty in the 

operationalization of key concepts and empirical 

verification has been problematic. Similarlv, the 

situational theories of "neutralization« {Sykes and Matza, 

1957) and of "drift" (Matza. 1964) suffer from vaqueness in 

theic formulations, and have been difficult to 

operationalize and to verify. 

Another prominent theoretical perspective is classified 

as "societal reaction" or "labelinq" theorv. Pxoponents of 

this perspective (Lemert, 1951; Becker, 1963) propose a 
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relationship between tbe labelinq or identification of a 

iuvenile as delinquent and further participation in 

delinquent acti vitv. Central to this approach is the .notion 

that the self-concept is altered durinq the labeling 

processes. However, for the most part, the effect of 

labeling upon self-concept and subsequent .behaviors has not 

been empirically substantiated, at least not to the extent 

predicted by theory. 

These brief reviews o.f dominant perspectives point to 

discrepancies that often result when theoretical 

formulations and empirical requirements fail to coincide. 

Perhaps the greatest promise for a scientific sociological 

criminoloqv lies in the middle qround between theoretical 

and empirical requirements. Amonq such possible examples is 

socia1 bondinq theory as proposed bv Travis Hirschi (1969). 

social bondinq theory has been described as a "siqnif icant 

theoreti<;al contribution 11 (Krohn and Massev, 1980: 529) and 

as a "benchmark £or theory construction and research in the 

delinquency field 11 (Wiatrowski et al., 1981: 525). 

Furthermore, describinq social control theorv as a promising 

theoretical position, Shoemaker l1984) demonstrates the 

potential utilit v o.f bondinq theory in the inteqra tion and 

syntfoesis of theoretical perspectives at the societal and 

interpersonal levels. 
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As pr:oposed by Hirschi (1969), delinquent behavior is to 

be expected if iuveniles are not held in check by or bonded 

to conventional society. The "social bond" is a connection 

between the individual and the conventional order which 

results from attachments and commitments to, and invol vernent 

in, basic social institutions such as the family and the 

school. Also important is the iuvenile•s belief in 

conventional values, such as the leqitimacv of t.he law.. The 

social .bond serves to control temptations and opportunities 

to enqaqe,in delinquent activities. A weakened social bond 

may result from faulty socialization and faulty social 

experiences, thus allowinq for the uncontrolled exposure to 

the always present temptations and opportunities for 

delinquent behavior. 
' As Hirschi was concerned with both the theoretical and 

empirical implica·tions of .bondinq theo:r:v, the theory was 

desiqned with testability in mind. Furthermore, the ccncetn 

with empirical veri£ication allowed for research findings to 

have an initial input, thus strenqtheninq the theory at the 

point o.f development. Wi t.h very few exceptions {.Ban.kin, 

1977; Matsueda, 1982), Hirschi•s bondinq theory has 

consistently received support in empirical applications. 

The theory's explanatory po~er is typically described as 

0 moderaten or nqood" and subsequent reformulations and 
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extensions of the basic theorv have resulted in an increased 

explanatory power {Minor, 1977; Wiatrowski et al., 1981). 

Despite theoretical and empirical success with social 

bondinq theorv, there have been several shortcomings in its 

development and extension. Fo~ instance, there have been 

verv few analyses of a multivariate nature examininq the 

relationships among the variables and their combined impact 

on iuvenile delinquency. ijhile Hirschi f 1969) hypothesized 

sever:-al multivariate relationships, he provided only a 

limited multivariate analvsis. Another shortcoming has been 

a lack of iuteqration of contem.porarv developments i:nto the 

analysis.. several current f.ormulations have identified 

important variables in addition to tho.se oriqinally 

proposed, such as deterrence factors and religiosity. 

However, these variables have yet to be combined into a 

sinqle comprehensive analysis. 

In light of such shortcominqs, it mav be suqqested that a 

siqnificant contribution to the further dev€lop:ment of 

social bonding theory. and to the understanding of juvenile 

delinquency, may be .found throuqh a multivariate analysis 

includinq both "traditional" and the more current variables 

known to be related to social bondinq. To this end, a 

review of Hirschi's (1969) bondina theory and of empirical 

research over the past two decades will be presented in the 
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following chapter. The overall qoal of this research will 

be to delineate the relations.hips amonq the components of 

social bondinq theory and to identif v those variables that 

are more lik,ely to increase the explanatory power of the 

theory a.s an explanation of iuvenile delinquency. 



Chapter II 

SOCIAL BONDING: THEORY AND RESEA.ECH 

A review of Hirschi• s f1969) social bo.ndinq theory will be 

presented in this chapter al on q with a rev ie11 of re1e vant 

research. A discussion of variables and issues found to 

both increase and decrease the explanatory power of bondinQ 

theory will be included.. Based upon this review, a 

multivariate resea:cch desiqn. will be presented in the next 

chapter and will be examined in further detail in subsequent 

chapters. 

lil..fl.~:&iLI!.~·· _gQ£!A!:·· .BOfill!llli ·,llifill:li.I · 

The crux of Hirschi 1 s arqument has been parsimoniously, yet 

accurately, stated in his own words: "The theory I advocate 

sees in the delinquent a person relatively free of the 

intimate attachments, the aspirations, and the moral beliefs 

that bind most people to the law" 11969: Preface). Drawinq 

upon the Ho.bb·esian assumption that human behavior is no·t 

intrinsically conf orminq, Hirschi arques that delinquents 

qenerally fail to form and/o~ maintain a bond to society. 

Whereas ucauses" are qenerallv thouqht to be forces 

producinq delinquency, in the case of the social bond a 

"cause« is also an obstacle to delinquency, preventing its 

11 
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occurrence (Hirschi, 1977). It is the cause of conformity 

that must be explained. 

The basic assumptions of social bondinq theory have been 

delineated by Hirschi and are presented in the following 

passaqes. 

Delinquent acts a·re acts contrary to law.. Since 

the la-w embodies the moral values of the community 

(and insofar as it does not, t.he task of 

explaininq delinquency is even easier), it follows 

that {1) delinquent acts are contrarv to the 

wishes and expectations of other People; (2) they 

involve the risk of punishment, both formal and 

informal; (3) they take (and save) time and 

enerqv; and (4) they are contrary to conventional 

moral belief .. 

.If these assumptions are t:r-ne, it fallows further 

that those most likely to enqaqe in delinquent 

acts a:i:e (1) least likelv to be concerned a.bout 

the wishes and expectations of others: {2) .least 

1ikely to be concerned about the risk of 

punishment; 13) most 1ikelv to have tbe time and 

enerqv the act requires: and {4) least likely to 

accept moral be1iefs contrary to delinquency 

(1977: 329). 
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Conformity is ac.hieved throuqh socialization to a common 

moralitv and is maintained bv ties to other people and 

institutions. There.fore, the search for causes necessari1 v 
entails a search for factors that reduce the effectiveness 

of controllinq institutions and people. It should be noted, 

however, that "f s)uch causes do not require that the 

individual become delinquent; instead, thev affect the 

likelihood that rslhe will be exposed and that fslhe will 

qive in to temptation" (1977: 330). 

In Hirschi1 s (1969) oriqinal formulation, the bond 

between the individual and societv consisted of four maior 

elements. The first element of the socia:l bond is 

a11a£hID.filt1· to siqnificant others. This affective or 

emotional component is concerned with the vouth's ties to 

fa mil v, peers, and the school. If. a person• s conscience is 

not "tied" to the expectations of others, then (s)he is not 

bound bv their nor.ms. The second element of the .bond is the 

rational component of _£2J!Lm!!_.men-:t ·to conventional behavior. 

Commitment reflects a cost factor; the risks of iosinq an 

in vestment in conventional behavior must be weiqhed. Hirsbi 

operationalized coIDmitment in terms of academic and 

occupational aspirations, and passaqe to adult status. ThE 

third element of ..ill.!.tl!~J!f,Ult- in conven·tional activities is 

the opportunity component. It assumes the opportunity to 
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commit delinquent behaviors is inversely related to the 

quality and the quanti tv of participation in conventional 

activities which promote the social value of conformity .. 

The fourth element is ·the moral component of !l!i!i~!· This 

is .based on the assumption of "the existence of a common 

value system within the society or qroup whose norms are 

beinq violated" (1969: 23). Furthermore, "the less a person 

.believes fsllte should obey the rulesr the more likelv f s]he 

is to violate themtt (1969: 26). 

R~1!.I.~.Q~.fililf.S .A~ .lJil £QMfQti:fillI.§--

Ac cord in q to the overall theory, the stronqer each element 

of the bond, t.he less likely the temptation to participate 

in delinquent behavior. All four elements were tbouqht to 

varv positively with each other: urn qeneral, the more 

c1ose.l v a person is tied to conventional society in an v of 

these wavs, the more c1osely f slhe is likely to be tied in 

other wavs" {1969: 26). However, Hirschi fails to take into 

consideration the simultaneous effect of the four elements 

upon delinquent behavior,. Furtherrno.ce, whereas .he 

hypothesized various relationships amonq several of the 

elements, he did not systematicall v and empirical.I y anal yize 

these or various com:bina tions amonq the elements ot the 

social :bo.nd. 
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wi·th these exceptions in mind, however, it is possible to 

discern several relationships amonq the elements of the bond 

as indicated by Hirschi' s discussion.. Delinquency is 

directly influenced by each element of the bond. But there 

also is a chain of influence from attachment to .belief, from 

attachment to commitment, and from commitment to 

involvement. 

According to Hirschi~ respect for adults, especially 

parents, is associated with belief in and acceptance of 

their rules. ivhen attachments to parents are weakened, 

their norms are less binding.. Furthermore, this lack of 

parental attachment produces a uspill-over effect." 

Those who do not care or think about the reactions 

of their parents are .more likely to commit 

delin.quent acts because they have less to lose. 

Riskinq the qood opinion of some other person is 

easy when that pers.on •s opinion :is not valued 

anyway..... Lack of attachment to parents easily 

spills over into .lack of nrespect 11 for teachers 

and the police, for adults in qeneral {Hirschi, 

1977: 332 - 333). 

Thus, uparen tal impotencen reduces the cont.r:ollinq power of 

all institutions~ In turn, parental control is further 
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reduced vhen the controllinq power of other institutions is 

reduced., and in the process, t.he norms of society become 

less bindinq. 

Respect for the qroup~s norms also plavs a significant 

role in the linkaqe between attachment and commitment. 

students with weak affective ties to their parents tend to 

dislike school and to question and/or denv the legitimacy of 

the school's authority. Denia 1 of the school's authority., 

coupled with poor academic performance., mav reduce the 

youth's investment in the school and thus its ability to 

have a controllinq influence on his or her behavior. 

When the stake in conformity is reduced bY weak 

commitment, the probability of exposure to temptation to 

enqaqe in delinquent be.ha vior is increased. A weakened 

commitment affects the probabilitv of decreased 

participation (involvement) in conventional behavior, 

thereby increasing the probability of involvement in 

nonconventional behavi-0r. 

As stated earl~er, Hirsch~ (1969) operationalized the 

maior propositions of his theory and subiected them to 

empirical verification.. His findinqs will be presented in 

the next section alonq with the findinqs of other research 

on the model of the social bond. 
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Althouqh the individual elements of the bond have been the 

subiect of much research, this first section on empirical 

assessments 1Jill present primaril v a discussion of 

replication studies or tests of the full model. Additional 

evidence from tests of individual elements of the bond will 

be presented in the next section. 

tli£§£hi!§ A~a~2~mg1tt Of '.I!t~ ~-g~g ·· 
Hirschi (1969) attBmpted to empirically verify his theory of 

the social bond usinq data from a sample of 1588 nonblact 

males surveyed in the Bichmond Youth Proiect. This survey 

included information on 17,500 students from public junior 

and senior hiqh schools in Richmond, California. Data were 

drawn from school records, police records, and 

questionnaires administered by the research staff. 

Two measures of delinquency were employed. The first ~as 

a measure of of£icial delinquency based upon info1:mation 

about the sample obtained from the records of law 

enforcement aqenc ies. These aqencies pr:ovided information 

upon juveniles in the sample reqardinq the total number of 

criminal offenses committed, the aae at first offense, the 

most recent offenses, and the types of offenses committed .. 

·rhe second measure of delinquency was based upon 
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respondents' self-reports. Six items served as a 

delinquency index. Three of the items dealt with the£t of 

property, each witlt an increasinq ranqe of value.. The oth€r 

three dealt with car t.heft,, vandalism. and assault .. Respon.se 

ca·teqories measured recency and persistence of participation 

in the various delinquent activities,. :From these, a 

frequency index a1so was derived. 

Hirschi (1969) found support for most all of his theory 

on measures of both self-reported and offical delinquency. 

These findinqs are summed in the followinq pages .beginninq 

with the attachment element of the social bond. 

Attachment 

Hirschi identified foar key components of attachment: to 

parents, to the school, 'to teachers, and to peers .. 

Attachment to parents involves four specific elements: time 

spent with parents by the youth {direct control}, 

supervision by the parents, intimate communication and 

emotional support, and affectual identification. Hirschi 

considers "time spent" to be of verv little theoretical 

importance in delinquency prevention. "Indirect control" in 

terms of the parents 1 psycholoqical presence is considered 

to be much more important. Such indirect control is the 

concern of the remaininq three elements of the attachment to 

parents. 
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The element of supervision is concerned with Yhether or 

not the pa.i:ents know ;!t,hgJ;§. the you th is and -with .H.f!Q!l! the 

youth is with when awav from home. Hirschi found that 

juveniles wit.h 1ow levels of supervision were very lik€ly to 

have committed delinquent acts. For instance, reqarainq the 

mother's supervision, amonq those with hiqh levels of 

supervision 123 had commit·ted two or moce delinquent 

behaviors, whereas 631 had committed no delinquent acts. 

For those with low levels of supervision. 553 had committed 

two or more delinquent acts, but in the cateqory of no 

de linguent be.haviors the r-e were no respondents. 

Intimacy of communication with parents was measured usinq 

two indexes. The fi.r:st index measured communication from the 

child to the parent and concerned the ability to share 

thoughts and feelinq,s, and the frequency of discussions of 

future pl.ans. The second i.ndex measure<l the level of 

communication from the parent to the child. It was 

concerned w.i th the extent to which parents explained their 

thouqhts, feelinqs, and understandinqs with the vout.h. 

Combininq these indexes, Hirschi .found a strong relaticnship 

between intimacy of communica·tion and the commission of 

delinquent acts. For instance,, of those with hiqh lev~ds of 

intimate communication with the father, 73% reported havinq 

not committed anv delinquent acts whereas only 51 reported 
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two or more such behaviors. From those with low imtimacy of 

communication 433 had committed two or more delinquent acts 

and 3 93 reported ha vinq committed none. 

Affectual identification was measured in terms of the 

extent to wbich a vouth would like to be like his parents. 

It was found that as affectual identification decreases, tbe 

lilelihood of delinquent b,ehav ior: increases.. Among those 

with low levels of affectual identification, 41% had 

committed no delinquent acts and 383 had committed two or 

more such behaviors. In contrast, amonq those expressi.nq 

hiqh levels of affect.ual identification 64% reported havinq 

not committed any delinquent acts but 16S had committed two 

or more. 

The relationship between school ties and delinquency is 

assumed to operate t:lu:o'uqh attachment. commitment, 

involvement, and belief to produce delinquent acts (Hirschi, 

1979: 113). .Four dimensions of attachment to the school are 

investigated: academic competence. siqni£icance 0£ the 

school, attachment to teachers, and acc.eptance of the 

school's authority. Concerninq the fi.rst of these, Hirschi 

ai:ques that the acade.micallv comµ·etent vouth is more likely 

to earn hiqher grades. to en1ov school. and in turn, is less 

likely to be delinquent. 
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Two obiective measures of academic competence sugqested 

bv Hirschi were verbal scores on a Differential Aptitude 

Test and earned qrades in required subjects. However, 

Hirschi found the subiective measure of self perceived 

abilitv to be stronq.ly .related to performance in and 

tolerance of the school, regardless of obiective IDeasures of 

ability. Thus, Hirschi hypothesized that the more competent 

a bov thinks be is, the less likelv he is to commit 

delinquent acts. 'Io measure this dimension. the ['espondents 

were asked to rate themselves in school ability, as compared 

with other students in their school. .For those students 

ratinq themselves as "among the best." 67% had committed no 

delinquent acts and 133 reported committinq two or more 

delinque:nt behaviors.. At ·the other extreme, amonq those 

stadents ratinq themselves as nbelow avecaqe," 36% had 

committed no delinquent behaviors and 351 bad committed twc 

or more such acts .. 

In order ·to measure siqnificance o.f the school, the 

subjects were asked directlv: 11Do you like school?" Amouq 

those expressing dislike for the school, 33% had committed 

no delin:guent acts and 493 had co.mmitted two or 1nore.. In 

contrast, for those responding as 1ikinq the school, 693 had 

not committed anv delinquent acts but onlv 9% had committed 

two or more.. Thus, Hirschi concludes that as attachment 
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(likinq) to school increases, the occurrence of delinquent 

behavior declines. 

Attachment to teachers was intended to rneasure the 

influence of conventional fiqures upon delinquency. The 

subiects were asked if they cared about what their teachers 

thouqht o:f them.. Amonq those cespondinq with 0 a lot," 663 

had not committed anv de1i.nquent behaviors and 123 repocted 

having committed two or more. For those subiects responding 

with the other extreme of 0 .not much," .36% had committed no 

delinquent behaviors and 363 had committed two or moi:-e. 

Combiuinq the findings from this and the previous measure, 

Hirschi arques that upositive feelinqs toward controllinq 

institutions and persons in authoritv are the first line of 

socia.l controln (1969: 127). Thus. the youth who does not 

like school and who does not care vhat teachers think of him 

is freer to commit delinquent behaviors. 

Another related measure is that of feelinqs about the 

scope o:E the school 1 s authority. The subiects weI:e asked to 

choose amonq Likert-type responses to the issue of whether 

t.he school should be a.ble to requla te smokinq outside o.f the 

classroom. Hirschi found this particular item also to be 

st.ronq.ly related to delinquency amonq both smo.kers and non-

smokers. 
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Additional relationships between the school and 

delinguency are summed by Hirschi: Ca) the set of school 

items account for more variation in delinquency (B = .41) 

than the parental items combined CB = .36): lb) academic 

competence has little direct effect on delinquency when the 

effects of school performance and attitudes toward the 

school are removed; le) t.he effects of academic pe.r-formance 

ar-e not eliminated when attachment to the school is taken 

into account; Cd) self perceptions of ahilitv affect 

delinquency independently of 11 obiectivet1 ability but not 

independently of attachment to school: and Ce) the three 

attitudinal measures {li.kinq school, tsachers• opinions, and 

school authority) each retain an effect on delinquency even 

when controlling the competence and perf ormauce variables. 

As for interrelations between attachments to parents 

teachers and school, Hirschi found that an absence of 

attachments in one "settinq« is not compensated for by 

attachments in another. Those subiects exper~encing low 

levels of attachment to parents also tend to haV€ .less 

concern for the opinions of teachers and tend to dislike 

school (Hirschi, 1969: 131). However, attitudes to•ard 

school were found to have an affect upon delinquency 

independently of parental attachment and concern with 

teachersJ opinions. Also, concern for the opinions of 
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teachers was found to have an effect upon delinquency 

independ,entl v of parental at·tach me nt and attitudes toward 

school. In contrast, parental attachment is stronqly 

related to delinquency amonq students who dislike school, 

but the effect is neqated when the vouth has a favorable 

attitude toward school. Hirschi arques these interactions 

indicate that the affects of attachments are less important 

for those with hiqh stakes in conformity than among those 

with low stakes .. 

The final component of the attachment e1ement o.f t.he 

social bond was attachment to peers. Hirsc.hi beqins th€ 

discussion by notinq that those youths who commit delinquent 

acts are more likely to have delinquent peers. The data show 

t.hat amonq those who committed ·two or more deli.nquent acts 

823 had delinquent friends, whereas only 34% of those 

comrnitinq no delinquent acts reported havinq delinquent 

friends. Hirschi arques, however, that attachment to peers 

is not conducive to delinquencv. The data show those youth 

most closely attached or respectful of their friends are 

less likely to have committed delinquent be.haviors, 

regardless of the delinquency of the peers. Hirschi attempts 

to explain this in terms of two hvpotheses. The first is 

that the stronqer the attachment to peers, the stronger the 

attachme:nt to parents. The second is that the stronqer t.h€ 
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commitment to individualistic success values {conformity 

stakes). the stronqer- the attachment to peers.. As wi.11 be 

discussed below, both of these hypotheses weI:'e supported .by 

the data. 

•rhe impact of delinquent peers was found to be related to 

the youth's attachment to his parents. Stronq attachments to 

parents are associated with conformitv and weak attachments 

are associated with delinquency, reqardless of whether or: 

not the youth has delinquent peers. However, it should be 

noted that those youth with weak attachments are more likely 

to have delinquent friends and, as alreadv mentioned, the 

delinquency of friends is stronqlv related to th-e 

probability of delinquent behavior {Hirschi, 1969: 100). 

Furthermore, amonq those boys with hiqh levels of 

attachment, those with delinquent friends wer:e more likel v 

to be delinquent. Thus, holdinq attachments constant, the 

delinquency of peers tends to have an influence upon the 

commission of delinquent acts. 

A concern also related to the influence of delinquent 

peers is a composite measure of "stakes in conformitv." The 

conformity items are attachment to parents, attachment to 

school, and commitment to conventional ac.hievement .. The 

first two of these have already been discussed individually. 

They are combined to represent attitudes toward conventional 
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persons and institutions. The third conformity item is 

composed of several sub-items: the importance of qettinq 

qood grades, trying hard reqardless of goals, and trying 

hard in school. A.11 conformity items were found to be 

inversely related to delinquencv reqardless of the 

delinquency of peers.. Furthermore, those subjects with a 

low stake in conformity were more likelv to have delinquent 

friends, and both variables of delinquent peers and stakes 

in co:nformitv were indiependentlv related to delinquency. 

Commitment 

The next maior element of the social bond is that of 

commitment to conventional lines of action. This entails an 

examination of "those stakes in conformity that are built up 

by pursuit o.f~ and by a desire to achi-eve, conventional 

qoalsn (Hirschi, 1969: 162). Three interrelated "career 

lines" ate identified: passage to adult status, educational 

commitment, a;nd occupational comm.i tment.. The first 0£ 

these, passaqe to adult status is desiqned to indicate the 

extent to which the iuvenile pre ma turel v enqaqes in adult 

behaviors. Althouqh analytically seperahle from educational 

commitment, the concept of passaqe to adult status is 

close1 y tied to it i.n that u passaqe 11 indicates the school's 

lack of relevance fm: the iuvenile. For it is the school"s 
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lack of relevance that frees "the student from the shackles 

of childhood" makinq him "much more likely to adopt 

attitudes and behavior patterns normally reserved for 

adults, ••• more likely to smoke, drink, date and be 

interested in automobilestt (Hirschi, 1973: 335). 

This upassaqe to adult status 0 refers ·to an awkward 

period between adolesence and adulthood in which the 

iuvenile has many adult privileqes but without adult 

Lespo.nsi.bili ties. 'Ihese adult bena viors provide 

"compensation" for those i uveniles whose educational and 

occupational prospects hold little pcomise. Aqain, the 

adult activities identified by Hirschi are smoki:nq, 

drinkinq, datinq, and drivinq. Hirschi found these behaviors 

to be positively .related to delinquency but inversely 

related to educational and occ upa tiona1 aspira·tions. 

The second "career line" is that of educational 

expectations and aspirations. This coniponent addresses the 

issues 0£ how much education the student would like to have 

and the education tbe student actually expects to receive. 

Both low aspirations and low expectations ~ere found to be 

associated with higher levels of delinquent behavior. 

However, educational expectations were found to be more 

stronqly .related to delinque.ncy than aspirations. Hirschi 

attributes this to a qL"eater realitv compon,ent in 
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expectations, but both are thouqht to have an independent 

effect. 

The third "career line" is that of occupational 

commitment.. Both occupational expectations and aspirations 

were measured and the findinqs were verv much like those of 

educational commi trnent. Both are neqa ti vel v associated with 

delinquency and both have an independent effect. As a 

result, Hirschi arques, a "low status future" is not 

ieopardized by delinquent behavior.. Therefore, in sum, when 

educational and occupational expectations and aspirations 

are low, the iuvenile is freer to commit delinquent acts. 

Involvement 

The thi.rd ma ;or element o:f the social bond is involvement .in 

conventional activities. After empiricall v assessinq the 

concept of involvement., Hirschi reassiqns it to the status 

of a limited concept whose primarv utility is as an 

indicator of commitment. Initially, Hirschi had assumed 

that delinquency was a "full-time iob .. 0 But it Mas found 

that most delinquents spend only a few hours each year 

enqaqed in delinquent acts., leavinq much time for 

involvement in conventional activities. The specific 

activites indicati:nq involvement were time spent in 

homework, riding around in cars. talkinq with friends and 
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.level of boredom.. The involvement va.J:iables were found to 

be associated 'Wit.h delinquency, .but were moce relevant as 

indicators of commitment to conventional action. 

Belief 

The foucth maioJ:' element of the social bond is belief in the 

rules of society as bindinq. The bondinq perspective 

suqqests delinquency is caused by the absence of beliefs 

that r,estrict temptations. As stated earlier, Hirschi 

establishes a direct causa.l influence from attachment to 

belief: "The chain of causation is thus from attachment to 

parents, throuqh concern for: the approval of persons in 

positions of authority, to belie£ that the rules of society 

are bindinq on one's conduct" 11969: 200). 

Two important indicators of belief were the respond-entis 

respect for the police and opinions as to the validity of 

the law. Responses were measured on Likert-type categories 

and it was found that as respect for the police and for the 

law increase, delinquency tends to decrease. For instance, 

with reqara. to respect for the police, amonq those 

respondinq with "stronqlv disaqree" 34% had not committed 

an v delinquent acts and 45% had committed two or more. In 

contrast, for those respondinq with ttstronqly agree," 71~~ 

had not committed any delinquent acts whereas 123 had 

committed two or more. 
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Respect for the law was measured with the statement, "its 

alriqht to qet around the law if vou can qet away with it.n 

Amonq those respondinq with 0 stronqlv aqree," two or .more 

delinquent acts had been committed bv 411, while 313 had net 

committed anv delinquent acts.. Of those subiects repondinq 

with "stronqly disaqree," 713 had not committed any 

delinquent acts and onlv 93 had committed two or more. It 

is interestinq to note that 621 of those committinq 

delinquent acts disaqreed with this particular statement, 

indicatinq both a respect for the law and an apparent lack 

of quilt oc shame about its violation. Hirschi explains 

this contradiction in terms of weak ties to their parents 

and a lack of respect for conventional authority. "Thus the 

expectation of qnilt or shame that arises from their 

alleqiance to the law is to some extent neqated by their 

lack of concern for the opinion of others, a concern that is 

itself an important source of 'conscience• 11 (Hir.:schi, 1969: 

205). 

T.his assertion receives some support in the data. The 

perception of beinq able to qet around the law was found to 

be more stronqly related to delinqu.encv Cr: = • 32) than was 

respect for the police (r = -.28), attachment to one's 

father {r = -.26), and concern for teachers• opinions (r = 
-.23). Thus, as the beliefs reqardinq the morality of 
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delinquent acts decline., there is an increased probability 

that the delinquent behaviors will be co:mmitted. As 

predicted in the theorv., belief is influenced hV a·ttacbmen t. 

In r:etrospect. Hirschi's control theory was largely 

supported by the evidence with two qeneral exceptions. The 

first of these., an overestimation of the siqnificance cf 

involvement in conventional activities. has already been 

discussed. Whereas its theoretical siqnif icance has been 

tempered by the evidence. the element of involvement seems 

to have qreater promise as a.a indicator of the element of 

commitment. which appears to have the qreater theoretical 

significance of the two • 

. T.he second exception was Hirschi' s underestimation of the 

importance of delinquent peers. The evidence indicated that 

attachment to delinquent peers has a siqnificant direct 

effect upon the commission of delinquent behaviors. However, 

still 11nwillinq to attribute delinquencv to any form of 

attachment {to de1inquent peers or otherwise). Hirschi 

suqqests this shortcornminq must be explained in terms of 

motivations 2.tll~~· ·than those of a 11 natural" .nature; 

motivations which are .not held in check by social bonding. 

Hirschi does conclude, however, that the effects of 

delinquent peer influences must be included in the 

theoretical model. 
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~YJl§~9:l!fU.t~ .l!:§~g§§i!J~~!~ 

The next published test of the social bond followinq Hirschi 

was a replication study by Michael Hindelanq {1973). 

Hindelanq sampled both ma.le and female rural youth from 

public iunior and senior hiqh schools. A self-report 

questionnaire was employed which included the same items 

used by Hirschi to test the maior pro.positions of his 

bondinq theorv. For the most part, Hindelanq replicated 

Hirschi's fndinqs amonq the rural sample. However, there 

"Were two exceptions, the latter of which is of qreat 

theoretical import to bondinq theorv. 

The first .relations.hip that Hindelanq failed to replicate 

was a positive r:elationship betwee.n attachment to one•s 

peers and attachment to parents. The second, more 

important, exception was a failure to demonstrate that a lcw 

attachment to peers increases the liklelihood of delin9uent 

behavior. Hindelanq found attachment to peers to be 

positively related to delinquenc v involvement. .For 

instance* among those most identifvinq with their peers 513 

reported hiqh levels of delinq uencv involvement.. In 

contrast, 33% of those least identifyinq with their peers 

reported .hiqh levels of delinquencv involvement. 

Because ·of these findinqs* Hindelaeq recommends that 

11 .... Hirschi's control theory will have to be more specific 
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about attachments to peers. That is, the theo['y may need to 

be reconceptualized in terms of attachment to conventional 

and unconven-tional peers" (Hindelanq, 1973= 487). This is 

an important o.bserva tion which would become an issue in much 

of the subsequent research. 

The next full test of the bondinq model was made by 

William Minor {1977). Notinq a theoretical and empirical 

weakness in deterrence formulations, Minor attempts to 

inteqrate a deterrence component into Hirschi 1 s bonding 

formulation and then subiect the resultinq formulation to 

empirical verification. Therefoce, ttfear of sanctions" is 

treated as an element of the social bond. Using self-

reported criminality arnonq an adult sample, Minor sets up a 

recursive model with the elements of attachment, commitment, 

belief, fear, and crime. In this particula[' sequence, each 

element of the bond is influenced bv each precedinq element, 

and influences each follow inq element.. Because of Hirschi' s 

!1969) discussion of the weakness of the involvement 

variable, it was not included in the model • 

.In Minor's analysis, attachment was represented by a 

composite index of attachment to familv, friends, schocl, 

and work. Commitment ~as measured bv a sinqle indicator of 

income. Belief was measured by responses to questions a.bout 

the leqitimacy of the law. Fear was .measured by responses 
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to a set of hypothetical situations desiqned to test 

perceptions of the severity, celerity, and certainty of 

formal punishments and anticipated informal sanctions from 

family and friends. The dependent variables were speedinq, 

drivinq undei:: the influence, mariiuana use., shopliftinq, and 

tax fraud. 

Severity, celerity, and fear of formal sanctions showed 

no apparent effect on participation in the criminal 

behaviors. on the other hand, certainty and fear of 

informal sanctions were neqativelv associated with crime, as 

was predicted. With reqard to the dependent variables, the 

model accounted for less than 5% of the variation in all .but 

maci iuana use., in which it accounted for 223 of the 

variation. However, the explanatory power 0£ the model for 

"crime in qeneral" is much better than for anv specific 

offense (B~2 = .29) 

A1thouqh Minor .had assumed a specific causal order, his 

findinqs did not support the full roode.1.. The element which 

does not receive any support is that of commitment {c = 

.. 05). Minor suqqests the explanatorv power of commitlilent 

had been "absorbed" bv the other elements due to hiqh 

multicolinearity. However, an alternative explanation may 

be that usinq income as a sole indicator of one's commitment 

is in cerror. 
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In contrast, the qeneral frequency of crime was fou.nd to 

be directly influenced by each element of the model: 

attachment {c = -.35); belie£ (r = -.48): and fear {r = 
-.36). Minor concludes his analysis by suqqestinq the model 

is better able to explain ttqeneralized patterns" of deviance 

rather than specific incidences. 

Joseph Rankin (1977) reported findinqs which failed to 

support social bondinq them:v. The stud v was based on a 

randomly selected sample of 385 male and .female public 

iunior and high school students in wavne Conunty, Michigan. 

Data were drawn from a 1974 self-report survey involving 

responses to questions about delinquent peers 

(unconventional attachment), conventional activities 

(involvement), educational expectations tcommitment), 

attitudes toward the law {belief) , and attachments to the 

school {conventional attachments). Delinquency was measured 

by responses to five different acts. each one tceated as a 

separate measure of delinquency (Pettv larceny, damaqed 

property, drinkinq, fiqhtinq, and parental defiance} • 

.Rankin conducted two separate analvses, each with very 

different findinqs... In the first analysis .Rankin measured 

the effect of each component on the five de1inquent 

behaviors. Involvement was found to have no effect on anv 

delinquent behavior alone oc in combination with anv oth<ei: 
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element o.f the bond. Commitment, belief, and attachment to 

the school were found to have no siqnificant e£fect upon the 

delinquent behavior of f iqhtinq. Furthermore# commitment, 

belief, and attachment had a siqnificant neqative effect on 

all forms of de1inquencv except darnaqed property .. Thus, th€ 

first analysis indicates there are more conforminq iuveniles 

when commitment, belief, and attachment are stronq than when 

they are weak. 

The second set of analyses performed by :i:iankin :were much 

less supportive of bo.ndinq theory. In this analysis, 

interrelations were examined between the five delinquent 

behaviors, delinquent peers, belief, commitment, and 

attachment to school. onlv four independent effects on 

delinquency were found: attachment and commitment upon 

parental d,efiance, he.lief on drinkinq behavior, and 

attachment upon the commission of pettv larceny. However, 

each of these independent effects was found to be positive 

in nature, contrary to the predicted direction. 

Siquificant interactions were uncommon. Bankin found 

onlv two significant interactions involvinq the co~ponents 

of belief, involvement, and delinquent peers upon the two 

delinquent behaviors of parental defiance and drinking 

behavior. But aqain, these interactions were in the 

opposite direction as predicted bv the theorv. Furthermore, 
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Rankin found that adolescents aith low stakes in conformity 

and with many delinquent friends were less likely to commit 

delinquent behaviors than hiqh sta.kes ;uv<eniles with many 

delinquent friends. This findinq was Particularly strong 

for the delinquent behavior of parental defiance. 

Rankin concludes his anal vses by assertinq that th:e one 

sure finding is that i.nvol veme nt in conve.ntiona.1 activities 

is unrelated to delinquent activity. In addition 6 the 

analyses from this particular stud v provided very little 

empirical support for the theory of the social bond. Fan kin 

does, however, point to several differences between his 

study and Hirschi's (1969) study which miqht account for 

some of the discrepancies found between the two. Hirschi 1 s 

sample consisted onlv of males whereas Bankins study 

included both .males and females, but the variable of sex was 

not controlled. A second major difference is that Hirschi 

combined six measures of delinquencv into an index of 

delinquency involvement, whereas Rankin used five 

independent measui:es of delinquencv. 

a study which addressed the issue of bondinq elements and 

seriousness of delinquent behaviors was published by Marvin 

Krohn ana James Massey {1980). This investiqation employed 

a two-staqe random samplinq desiqn to survev 3065 male and 

female iunioc and hiqh school students in three Did-western 
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states. The independent variables were attachment to 

parents and peers, commitment to the school, the church, and 

the communit v, and belief in parental norms, .leqal norms and 

the value of education. The dependent var:iab.les were four 

indexes of delinquent behaviors which varied in terms of 

seriousness. The first delinquency i.ndex measured alcohol 

and mariiuana use,. The second index concerned the use of 

more potent contro1led substances. The third index was 

termed "minor delinquent behaviors" and included such 

behaviors as runninq away, sexual intercourse, truancy, and 

school suspension.. The fina.l index involved "serious 

delinquent behavior~' and measuced reports of vandalism, 

qraud theft auto, qrand theft, and the use of or the threat 

to use a deadly weapon. 

The ma;or objective of this research was to specify which 

element of the social bond is more predictive of delinquency 

and if bondinq explains one type of delinquencv better than 

another:. In addition to ·the relative e:ff.ects of each 

bondinq element, the overall effects of the model on the 

four- ·cateqo1:ies of delinquency were also of concern. The 

findings supported the proposition that a weakening of anv 

one or a combinat~on of the bondina elements ~ould increase 

the probability of the commission of delinquent acts. 
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Support for the theory was found for all four delinquency 

indexes; however, the overall model, as well as each 

individual element of the bond, was found to be more 

predictive of the less serious forms of delinquency (Hsoft" 

druqs and 11.minor" delinquencies) than they were of the more 

serious .forms. The explanato:rv power fot: each element of 

the bond for minor substance abuse is as .follows.: the 

combined model CR~2 = .29), belief Cfr,2 = .21), commitment 

(R-2 = .16), and attachment fB,2 = .12). In contrast, the 

order of the explana torv powec of these elements with reqard 

to other acts of delinquency is the fu11 model, co.mmitment, 

belief, and attachment. 

The attachment element is the weakest predictor in all 

cateqories of delinquency and, with the exception of the 

minor substance abuse scale, the element of commitment is 

the stronqest across the cateqories. This is reflective of 

a conceptual rearra_nqement of the indicators 0£ attachment 

and commitment by Krohn and Massey /1980), based on 

criticisms of Hirschi 1 s (1969) oriqinal formulation. They 

argue that Hirschi's measure of attachment is conceptua:11v 

dif.ficult in that "attachment to the school" J:"efers both to 

affectual ties to people (teachers) and af .fectual ties to a 

social institution (sc.hool). 'lhe centr.a.l observation is 

that such measures as abilitv, qrades, and level of boredom 
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lack an affective component. Thus. attachment should refer 

to ties to people, while those indicators of attachmen·t to 

an institution would best serve as measures of commitment, 

alonq with the dime:nsion of involvement. In t.he end, the 

attachment element was weakened, but bv increasing the 

conceptual Lnteqritv o.f that element, the predictive 

importance of commitment vas increased tKrohn and Massey, 

1980). The authors suqqest the need for further 

specification of these and other Previously uninvestigated 

dimensions of commitment, includinq the commitment to 

reliqion. 

One interestinq findinq of Krohn and Massey~s research is 

the influence of the variable of sex. The overall model was 

.found to explain more variation in the dependent variables 

fo.r: females than for ma.les. Furthermore, the element of 

attachment was somewhat stronqer for males but the 

commitment and belief elements were more stronqly related to 

delinquency amonq £emales. The individual indicators of 

commitment were also found to have a diffe£ential effect bv 

sex. 

Krohn and Massey conclude their analysis by suqqesting a 

delinquent associations component mav need to be .built intc 

the hondinq model to help account for the findinq that 

weakened ties have a differential effect upon delinquent 
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activity. That is, we need to account for why some youth 

commit delinquent acts and others do not once the bond has 

been weakened or broken. such find iuqs may result from 

further attempts to specify the influence of peers upon 

delinquency. 

Another test of the bondinq model is that published by 

Michael wiatro~ski. David Griswold, and Marv Roberts (l981) .. 

These researchers attempted a partial test and extension of 

Hirscld•s .{1969) oriqinal model based on da·ta from the IQ!l!Jil 

.IU U.a!l~-11~1!.l study !Bachman ·et al ... , 1969).. ':rhis 

lonqitudinal study pcovided a sample of 2213 t•enth grade 

boys from 87 schools surveyed in 1966,. The exact iterus 

oriqinally used bv Hirschi ~ere not used. However, equally 

weiqhted composite scales were constructed from items which 

coincided with the constructs emploved bv Hirschi 

(Wiatrowski et al.~ 1981). A maior difference was a 

reconceptualization of belief to include items on lyinq and 

cheatinq with the assumption that disrespect for the po1ice 

is not necessarily associated with delinquent behaviors. 

The overall purpose of the cesearch was to test several 

multi va£iate modeJ.s of bonding theorv in o.cder to deter min€ 

how each element of the bond affects delinquency. 

Three shortcomminqs in Hirschi's {1969) theory and 

research are cited as the basis for the three models 
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advanced and tested by Wiatrowski et al.. The first was 

Hirschi 1 s failure to demonstrate the exterrt to which each 

bond element cepresents distinct elements of socialization. 

The second issue is the iden·tifica·tion of only four elements 

of the bond. And finally, whereas educational and 

occupational aspirations ace centra.l to Hirschi 1 s theory, he 

failed to incorporate constructs Uamilv SES fa1: example) 

that previouslv have been demonstrated to be associated with 

such aspirations. 

'The first model tested by Wiatrowski et aL (1981) was 

desiqned to assess the extent to which each inividual .bond 

element makes a unique contribution to the explanation of 

delinguencv. Twenty-three individual indicators 

correspondinq to those emploved by Hirschi f 1969) were used 

to represent the various elements of the bond. The total 

variatio.n explained by the full model {R-...2 = .318) was much 

more substantial than the individual elements. The authors 

then deleted items on each element which were neqatively 

corre1a ted to the othei: i terns in each respective element. 

T.he amount of variation explained by the elements toqet.her 

decreased qreatlv IB~2 = .174) and the unique contributions 

then ranqed from • 000 (corn mi tme11t) to .. 034 Cat tachment) .. 

The incremental contributions of the bond elements make onlv 

a minor difference in the explanation of delinquency as 
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compared to the full model. From these findings, the 

authors suqqest that vet undefined ele~ents of the social 

bond are in operation. Both these defined and undefined 

elements are part of the larqer construct of socialization, 

which is neqativelv correlated with delinquency. 

In the next analysis, Wiatrowski et al. examined by 

factor analysis t.he items they selected as elements of the 

social bond. The four elements of the bond did not appear as 

separate factors. Accordinq to the authocs, this particular 

findinq suqqests the need to reinterpret the social bond to 

include onlv attachment to school, school involvement# hiqb 

and low status co.mrnitments (aspirations), parental 

attachments, and p-eer attachments. 

The next step involved settinq up a 0 simple" multivai::iate 

path model of the four elements of the bond as proposed by 

Hirschi, but modified to include SES and mental ability as 

exogenous variables. The results show that each element of 

the bond makes a siqni£icant direct contribution to the 

explanation of delinquency. On the other hand, only 18.8 

percent of the variation is explained by the model. 

Wiatrowski et a1. (1981) then construct a "complex" path 

model which includes those innovations and alterations 

suqqested bv the prior analvses in the study. SES and 

mental ability were treated as exoqenous variables b.avinq an 
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influence on each element of the model. Attachment to 

parents was considered to be the foundation of the social 

bond and was positioned causa.llv prior to the other elements 

of commitment to education, cccupational aspirations, 

datinq, attachment to the school, and involvement, and to 

belief as an independent component .. It should be noted that 

datinq was removed from earlier analvses because of a 

neqati ve correlation with other items on the co.mmitmen t 

scale, hut was included in the complex model because results 

indicated that dating was a dimension of the bond 

independent of the other commitment items. 

The revised 13-item model of the social bond was found to 

explain 32.53 of the variatioQ in delinquencv. This is of 

comparable power to the multiple reqressio.n initi a.11 y 

performed (R,2 = .318) which utilized 23 items. Also~ this 

complex model with less items explains 143 moce of the 

variation than the usimple" path model. The authors offer 

this mace parsimonious conceptualization of the social bond 

as an example and model for future refinements of bonding 

theory .. 
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l\QQJI.IQ~.1':.~ J;;_Y!~.li~E 

A review of partial tests of the social bond will be 

presented in this second section on empirical assessments. 

The ma ior concern will be with those studies inspired tv 

Hirschi' s (1969) f or:mulations; however, supportinq evidence 

from empircial studies not directly concerned with a test of 

the social bond will also be presented. Althouqh many of 

the followinq studies have relevance for more than one 

element of the bond, they will be classified according to a 

predominant concern for attachment, commitment, belief, or 

involvement. 

ltt:t~flttl.!~ll! 

Hirschi himself noted "the fact that delinquents are less 

1ike1 v than non-delinquents to be close1 v tied to their 

parents is one of the best documented findinqs of 

delinquency research" 11969: 85). The research since then 

has tended to reveal the same consistency. Several recent 

studies have £urther demonstrated the importance of 

attachments to parents in the prevention of delinquency 

(Smith and Walters, 1978; Wilson, 1980: Austin, 1980; 

Canter, 1982) and other:s have success:fullv identified 

contiqencies in the parental attachment element. 
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For instance, Gove and Crutchfield f 1982) find stronq 

support for the hypothesis that lack of attachment to the 

family is a maior variable in delinquency causation. They 

also found that attachment to parents tends to specify the 

effects of other variables found to be related to 

delinquency. One interestinq .findinq was t.hat whereas 

11 neqati ve 11 variables• such as .broken .homes and lack of 

parental control, were found to be positively associated 

with delinque.ncv, "positive" varia.bles lthat is, parental 

control and supportive parents) ~~re found to be 

unassociated with iuvenile delinquencv. In another study 

which disproves part of Hirschi's oriqinal hvpothesis, 

Jensen and Brownfield (198]) show that attachment to druq 

usinq parents does not siqnificantly inhibit druq use amonq 

iuveniles and ~hen the iuvenile perceives the parents as 

druq users, such an attachment tends to promote druq use. 

In contrast, attachments to "straiqht" parents does have an 

inverse effect upon 1uveni1e drug use. 

Since Hirschi's 11969) ociqinal formulation, there have 

been several tests of the bond focusinq primarily upon the 

attachment element. Very often these tests are offered as 

co1nparisons of two or more con trastinq theoretical 

perspectives. For example, utilizinq the same data set as 

Hirschi {1969), Jensen (1972) attempts an evaluation of 
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differential association theorv by examininq the independent 

effects of delinquent peers. parents, and delinquent 

definitions upon the commission of delinquent behavior. 

Jensen found parental supervision and support to he 

neqati vel v related to delinque11t beliefs and delinquent 

peers, and that such attachments had a stronqer influence 

amonq adolecents who held unconventional beliefs and 

attitudes. 

A direct criticism of Hirschi f 1969) and Jensen (1972) 

has bee.n made by Ma tsueda {1982) • Usinq the same Ric.hmond 

Youth Proiect data, Matsueda acknowledqes an inverse effect 

upon d0elinquencv by attachment to parents and peers; 

however, be arques the effects of these are mediated by the 

process of learning definitions favorable and unfavorable to 

delinquency. Attemptinq to operationalize "ratio of 

definitions," Matsueda emploves the common variance among 

belief indicators after removinq measurement error. In a 

causal analysis, the ratio of definitions favorable to 

violation of the law explains almost half the variation in 

delinquency (:r = .,.1678) .. when coutrollinq for the ratio of 

definitions, the effect of attachment to peers is neqated 

and attachment to parents is rendered statistically 

insiqnificant and in the opposite siqn from prediction. 

Matsueda 11982) concludes delinquent behavior is reduced by 
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parental attachment only because of exposure to anti-

delinquent definitions, as consistent with a differential 

association perspective. 

A similar comparative test is offered bv Hepbur.n ( 1977) , 

who beqins bv notinq two consistent empirical reqularities: 

{a) dimensions of familv inter action are l:€lat.ed to 

involvement in delinquent behavior and (b) iuveniles vho 

enqaqe in delinquency tend to have delinquent frie.nds. 

These two relationships serve as the basis for three 

competinq models of delinquency: Sutherland's (1939) 

differential association, Glueck and Glueck's (1962) 

delinquency associates model, and Birschi 1 s !1969) social 

bond. Four variables identified as common to these models 

were subiected to causal analysis: familv support, 

delinquent definitions, delinquent associates, and 

delinquent behavior. 

Hepburn (1977) reports that all models received at least 

some limited support. But the model based on Hirschi' s 

formulations received qreater support than the oth::ers. 

Usinq partial correlation coefficients as a basis for causal 

inference, Hepburn concludes delinquency can result from 

either a lack of family attachment or fcom association with 

delinquent peers; however, delinquent definitions are 

causally prior to delinquent associates. The overall 
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conclusion is that .stronq ties to the fa mil v and 

conventional society tend to reduce delinquency. It shoula 

be noted that Hepburn's {1977) aualvsis openly recognized 

the effects of delinquent peers upon a vouth•s participation 

in delinquency. Contrarv to bondinq theorv. many 

researchers have found a positive association between 

attachment to delinquent peers and delinquency. {Briar and 

Piliavin, 1965: Hirschi, 1969; Jensen. 1972: Hindelanq, 

1973; Linden and Hackler, 1973: Conaer. 1976: Silberman, 

1976; Linden, 1978; Poole and Beqoli, 1979; and Mitchell and 

Dodder, 1980) ,. 

Both Jensen (1972) and Linden {1978) used the same data 

set as Hirschi (1969) and found a stronq relationship 

between delinquency involvement and delinquent peers. 

Jensen found the number of delinquent friends to have an 

effect independent of parental attachment or unconventional 

belief. Very simply, Jensen found that as the number cf 

peers :increase~ so does th,e likeli.hood of delinquent 

behavior.. In a test of a partial control model on both 

self-r·eported and of:f icia.l delinquenc v, Linden ( 19 78) fou.nd 

the c.loseness of delinquent peers to be stronqly correlatea 

with delinquency. A multiple reqression performed on the 

self-report data yielded the f ollowinq correlations: 

parental support (r = -.28); completion of homework (r = 
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- .• 38); skipped school (r = • 48); and closeness to ties to 

delinquent peers Ir= .52). The whole model was found to 

explain 38% of the variation in de1inquencv. The same model 

with official delinquency was somewhat less strong (B = 
• 3 2), but delinquent ties remained the stronqest componant. 

Also usinq the same data base as Hirschi (1969) hut 

supplemented with additional data, Conqer (1976) found 

attachment to conventional peers to lower delinquency and 

attachment to delinquent peers to increase delinquency_ 

In contrast, Linden and Hackler {197.3) .have suqqested 

that attachments to delinquent peers is in itself not a qocd 

p.redictor of delinquency involvement, except in the case 

when ties to conventional adults and/or peers is absent. 

This position is not that different from that offered by 

Hirschi f 1969) and similar arquments have been presented bl 

Stanfield (1966) and p.oole and Reqoli C 1979). However, 

Linden and Hackler 11973) develop an "affective ties modeln 

based on the assumption that an actor is motivated to 

maximize the approval and esteem of close associa1:es. Thus, 

they qive the relationship a motivational component not 

recoqnized by Hirschi. In a comparison of the affective 

ties model to a bondinq model, thev find affective ties to 

both conventional peers and parents is a very stronq 

predictor of deling-uencv invo1 vement. Amonq those with ties 
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to delinquent peers and weak ties to conventional othe~s, 

58.3% were delinquent. In comparison, amonq those boys vith 

no ties to anv of these Cin accordance with bonding theory), 

42.9% were delinquent. Contrary to bondina theory, among 

those youth vithout conventional ties, attachment to 

delinquent peecs is more stronqly associated with 

delinquency than no attachments at all. 

Co ID!flllm~:t 

Just as Hirschi (1969) placed much emphasis upon attachment 

to parents, he a.lso suqqested commitment to school is an 

important factor: in delinquency causation. More r:ecently, 

he has stated the possibility that ''the best predictoc of 

delinquency i.n American society is difficulty in school" 

( 1977: 3J4). Those iuveni1es who do poorlv in school and 

find themselves in a prevocational tcack are less likely ta 

hav<e an investment in the school as a future ocie.nted 

inst~tution and thus are less likelv to express cosmitment 

to conformity. In the past, the connection between 

indicators of school commitment and future aspirations has 

received much support tstinchcombe, 1964; Polk, 1969; and 

Hirschi, 1969). More recent attempts to specify these 

relationships have produced mixed results. 
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several studies have tended to support the original 

formulation. For instance, in a test of a school commitment 

hypothesis derived from Hirschi 1 s {1969) theory, Kelly and 

Pink {1973) proposed that decreasinq levels of school 

commitment would be associated stronqly with increasinq 

.rates of youth rebellion and delinquency.. Commitment to 

school was operationalized usinq four indicators: 

accumulative qrade point averaqe, planned college 

attendence, participation in school clubs, and ti•e spent en 

homework. Eiqht dependent vaciables were employed ranqing in 

degree of seriousness. Findinqs revealed stronq support for 

Uie hypothesis; however, it was found that com.mitment may l:;e 

more restrictive of leas·t serious forms of delinqu.encv. In 

other supportive studies. Phillips and Kellv (1979) found 

support for the proposition that academic difficulty 

precedes delinquent behavior in causal order and Bankin 

(1980) found the student's perception of chances for 

qraduation to be inversely related to participation in 

delinquent activities. 

other research has been less .supportive or otherwise 

identifies key continqencies in the commitment hypothesis. 

For instance, Pink (1978) provides a test of the oriqinal 

proposition suqqested by Stinchcombe (1964), which played 

such a prominant role in Hirschi' s l 19 69) formulations. 
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This hypothesis states that adolescents Mill rebel in school 

when there is a discrepancy between prcesent school roles and 

anticipated occupational roles. Pink (1978} found academic 

achievement to be the stronqest predictor of school 

rebellion and delinque ncv when compared to the more future 

oriented indicators of colleqe plans and occupational 

ex pee ta tions. He concludes that n prospects 0 related to the 

more immediate experience of the iuvenile are more important 

in the explanation of delinquency. 

In a series of studies. Kelly f 1975. 1976a, 1976b. 1978) 

.found both school commitment l qrades. activities, and 

aspirations) ana. academic self-esteem to have no effect upon 

participation in delinquent activities. However, it should 

be noted that Kelly had established a very strong 

relationship betwen track position and both official and 

unofficial delinquency. The tests of the effects of academic 

es·teem and commitment were not directl v upon delinquency; 

rather, he attempted to measure their effect upon the 

relationship between track position and delinquency. 'Iowa rd 

clarification, it should be stated that Kellv•s single most 

important findinq is that track position has an independent 

effect upon delinquency. On the other hand. in the latest 

of these studies, Kelly f 1978) found association with 

delinquent peers to have a n minor14 impact upon this 
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relationship, but only with reqard to such behaviors as 

ciqarette smokinq, drinkinq, and use of ruariiuana. 

12~1i~!· 

Conveartional beliefs reqardinq the law and appropriate 

behavior were found by Hirschi (1969) to have a retaininq 

effect upon the propensity to commit delinquent behavior. 

Jensen 11972) also found definitions favorable to law 

violation to be positively re.lated to self-reported 

delinquency, reqardless of attachment to parents or 

delinquent peers. More recent studies also have tended to 

confirm the importance of the belief element of the bond in 

retaininq delinquency. 

Silberman (1976) reports ·the findinqs of a study of the 

effects of moral commitment, perceived certainty of 

punishment, and deviant associations upon previous 

participation in delinQuent behavior. It was found that as 

moral commitment and certainty of punishment increased, the 

probability of delinquency decreased. In addition, as 

delinquent associations increased, the probability of 

delinquent behavior also increased. The correlations of 

moral belief Cr= -.56), certainitv of punishment (r = 
-.26), and delinquent associations fr= .34) with a nine-

itern criminal involvement index were moderate to stronq in 
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str:enqth .. One important interaction was found .between moral 

belief and delinquent peers .. Those who were less morally 

committed are more influenced by delinquent peers than those 

with more moral commitment. 

Two reports on the same study by Cernkovich (1978a, 

1978b) also provide support for the belief element.. In a 

study of self-reported delinquency amonq male hiqh school 

students, Cernkovich found subscription to ''conventional 

value orientations" to inhibit involvement in delinquent 

activities, whereas adberance to "subterranean value 

orientationsn te.nds to promote delinquency in vol vemen t. 

Values of a "conventional" nature were characterized tv 

commitment to deferred qratification. hard work, the value 

of education, proqress, and secular rationaiity.. In 

contrast, values of a nsubterranean 11 nature were 

characterized by com mi t:ment to short-run hedonism, thrills, 

excitment, troub1,e, touqhness, the abilitv to make a fast 

buck and to con others. 

In a replication of Cernkovich C1978bl. Segrave and 

Bastad {1983) included the variable of sex.. The model was 

found to explain less of the variation in delinquency amonq 

males {r-.2 = 12.4) than amonq females cr-.2 = 1.3 .. J),,. The 

effect of subte~ranean beliefs was sliqhtlv stronger in 

seqrave and Hastad's study amonq both males Cr= .294) and 
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females Cr= .282). In contrast, the relationship with 

conventional beliefs was somewhat stronqer for .females {r -

-.209) than for males (c = -.170). 

In Y 21.Y~!ll.,g!!:t 

Hirschi (1969) came to question the theoretical importance 

of involvement in conventional activities and finally 

suqqested its qreatest relevance is found in its use as an 

indicator of commitment. In fact. vecv little research has 

found an absence of a relationship between involvement and 

conformity (Kelly, 1976b; Hankin, 1980). A majority of 

stadies have confirmed the importance of involvement as a 

predictor of commitment, especially ·to the school. .Poi: 

instance, involvement in school activities is stronqly 

related to the drop-out rate (Vauqhn, 1968: Schafer and 

Armer, 1968). to educational expectations and aspirations 

{Schafer and Rehberq, 1971: Spreitzer and Puqh, 1973) and to 

educat~onal attainment (Otto and Alwin. 1977). 

With reqard to delinquencv, participation in school 

activities Ls qenera1ly found to have a neqati ve effect. 

For instance, Landers and landers (1978) found official 

rates o.f delinquency to be hiqhest amonq students who did 

not participate in any extracurricnlar activities. Thus, it 

is suqqested that participation in school activities tends 
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to reinfocce the student's commitment to school and his/her 

conformity, as proposed by Polk and Halfertv (1966) and by 

Hirschi (1969) .. In sharp contrast, many current researchers 

are suqqestinq that participation in activities, especially 

athletics, does not mit.iqate delinquent behavior at all .. 

.Instead, it is arqued that conventional activities simply 

attract conforminq types (Schafer, 1969: Yiannakis, 1976, 

1980; and Sugden and Yiannakis, 1982). This arqume.nt was 

oriqinallv formulated by Glueck and Glueck {1950) who 

sugq~sted delinquents tend to avoid orqanized activities 

because thev are in "exile" from conforminq influences. 

One aspect of involvement not considered bv Hirschi, but 

recommended for inclusion in the analvsis bv Krohn and 

Massey {1980), is participation in reliqious activities .. 

However, because the variable of reliqiositv has cecieved 

much criticism as an explanatocv factoc in deviance 

research, Tittle ana ielch note "social scientists cannot 

say with anv confidence whether reliqiosity actually 

inhibits deviant behavioi:- 0 (1983: 653). In their study, 

Tittle and Welch review 65 published studies reporting 

empirical evidence and suqqest r·eliqiosit v is 11ser ious.ly 

underrated;" onlv 153 of the studies fail to find any 

support for the relationship between reliqiosity and deviant 

behavior. The perceived weakness of reliqiosity is thouqht 
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to be related to inadequacies in much of the previous 

research and involves several main issues: a qeneral absence 

of adequate samples, a qeneral absence of multivariate 

analyses, very little concern for causal orderinq, and a 

tendency to view reliqiosity as a control variable without 

theoretical siqnif icance. 

Tittle and Welch found the effect of reliqiosity on 

deviance to increase when secular controls are veak. In 

turn, the effect of reliqiositv is reduced when there is 

aqreement about the morality of norms, when there are 

effective informal sanctioninq systems, and when there is a 

predominance of conforminq role models. 

In another study, E1ifson et al. (198.3) tested the effect 

of reliqiosi t v on delinquency usinq a ranqe of indica tcrs 

rather than the traditional sinqle variable of church 

attendence. They fauna the variables of reliqious salience, 

belief in the power of personal praver, and reliqious 

orthodoxy to be more hiqhlv correlated to del~nquencv than 

the sinqle attendance variable. FtH~thermore, victimless 

offenses such as druq use, alcohol use, qamblinq, and sexual 

deviance were found to be more stronqly related to 

reliqiosity,. The zero-order relationships are described as 

11 wealc to moderate, 11 but there is no siqnificant multivariate 

value. In reqard to this findinq, Elifso.n et aL. (198.3) 
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suqqest reliqion is onlv one of a larqer set of influences 

in societ v which encouraqe confor:minq behavior.. Whereas 

both reliqious and non-reliqious vouth tend to remain within 

the same boundaries of acceptable behavior, religious vouti 

are less lik<elv to be delinquent. 

_E!Q~kl!QJ!~ !~X!&~l'!£!,§ 

Very often, research findinqs tend to be contingent upon 

some .basic socio-demoqraphic variables.. In regard to the 

study of delinquency, there are two variables which te~d 

consistently to produce differentiation based upon their 

properties. These are the var ia.bles of sex a.nd. locality 

fcural/urban residence}. whereas these two factors have not 

been of qrea t theoretical siqnif icance in bondinq theory, 

their relevance cannot be dLsm issed.. T.herefore, avail able 

evidence that may be of relevance will be briefly reviewed. 

!litt~!:~Itti~J.· lifig~,t_~ Q;t. l1~§i,QgD~-~ · 

One consistent fi.ndinq in many studies of d-elinquency has 

been that rural youth tend to have lower: rates of .both 

official and self-reported delinquencv than urban youth 

(Clinard, 1942, 1944; Clark and Wenninqer, 1962; Nelsen et 

al .. , 1971: and Lyerly and Skipper, 1981). .Fur-thee.more, it 
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has been noted that a theoretical void exists with reqard to 

the explanation of differential rates of rural-urban 

delinquency (Lyerly, 1980). 

In an attempt to bridqe this qap, Lverlv (1980) applies a 

modified version of the commitment element of the social 

bond. T.he bond to societ v is represented bv the deqree of 

commitment to five institutional orders: family, school, 

church, peers, and formal authoritv. It is suqqested that 

rural society is characterized bv conservatism, traditional 

life styles and value orientations, and a pi:evalence of 

informal social controls. Thus, interpreted via bonding 

theory, "the rural child develops d stronqer bond to 

society, and is therefore less inclined to commit deviant 

acts" nverlv and Skipper, 1981: 389). A stronq inverse 

relationship was found between commitment and delinquency 

and the commitment to school and leqal authority were most 

stronq1 v associated with delinquent behavior:. Hher:eas th-ere 

was less £reqqent and less serious involvement in 

delinquency amonq the rural youth, the thecrv of ru.ra.1-urban 

bondinq differences was not supported; commitment failed to 

specify the relationship between locality and delinquency. 

A study which qives more support to bondinq theory was 

reported bv Nelsen et al. (1971). Reqardinq a·ttitudes toward 

the law, the authors found respondents from rural residences 
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tended to express more favorable attitudes toward the law 

than those from an urban backqround. However, it ~as found 

that the effects of aqe and previous prison incarceration 

intervene in the relationship between residence and 

attitudes toward the law. Another studv hv iHllits et al. 

( 1973) also has found residence to be a kev variable in 

accountinq for traditional and moralistic attitudes with 

traditional and moral attitudes more characteristic of rural 

residents than urban residents. 

In contrast to t.he studies discussed thus far, several 

r-ecent reports have tended to question the existence of a 

relationship between delinquency and residence. For 

insta.nce, t1arsden ( 1979} examined both official and se 1£-

report arrest data in a sample of 175 Illinois communities 

in order to determine the existence of a qradient in 

delinquencv rates amonq the communities. Official data 

revealed a distinct rural to urban qradient, as well as a 

non-rnetropolitian to suburban to central citv gradient. 

However, the self-report data cevealed a much more diffuse 

pattern of involvement across the communities. For the 

whole sample.,, and for males. no qradient was foun.d to exist .. 

There was a s.liqh t urban to rural decline in self-reported 

arrest rates for females.. With reqard to offenses, there 

was a distinct qradient for- self-reported. involvement in 
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theft and violence related offenses, but a review of status 

offenses provided no such. differences.. Marsden (1979) 

concludes that while d.iffer-ential r:ates of involvement mav 

exist, differential rates of enforcement must be included in 

any consideration of rural-urban differences in delinquency. 

In another recent study, Laub (1983) arques that crime 

rates accross the r-ur:al-urban dimension can be accouuted for-

bv differences in the race of the area's residents.. Usinq 

data from the National Crime survev victimization reports 

for the years 1973 to 1977. Laub found that as size of area 

increases. the race of the off ender becomes more important 

than locality. For the crimes of rape. robbery, assualt, 

and personal larceny, race was found to explain 333 of the 

variation in urban-rural differences in victimization rates. 

lli11g£~n!i§;1 £;!~~~!§· QJ ~.~.! 

Sex differences in delinquent behavior- have been the subject 

of much investiqation. several themes are that females are 

less delinquent than males in both official and self-

re ported delinquency (iise, 1967: Gold. 1970: Hindelang. 

1971), females commit different types of delinquencies than 

males (Gibbons and Griswold. 1957: Morris. 1964; Vedder and 

Somerville,, 1970), and that behavioral content pat terns fo.r 

males and females parallel each other but d.iffer in 
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frequency IHindelanq, 1971). The most consistent point of 

aqreement among these perspectives is that males and females 

do experience differential participation in delinquent 

activities. The key question here is wh£ther or net social 

bondinq theory can account for such differences. 

As was reported earlier, sex is often found to be ari 

important variable in dif£erentiatinq amonq the effects of 

the elements of the bond. Krohn and Massey {1980) found 

their bondinq model to explain more variation in the 

dependent variables for females than for males. Rankin 

(1980} found the effect of commitment to school to be 

somewhat stro:nqer for females than for males.. And Minor 

( 1977) mentions the importance of the variable of sex to his 

hondinq model, but fails to discuss the relationships. 

In addition, several studies have attempted to determine 

whether or not bondinq theory, as well as others, is as 

capable of explaininq female delinquencv as male 

delinquency.. For instance, with reqard to the variables of 

attachment to parents and belief in conventional norms, 

Simons et al. (1980) found the streziqth o.f the indicators to 

be the same for both males and females, indicatinq that 

separate theories are not needed for the sexes. Similar 

findinqs as these were reported by Smith ( 1979). 
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Some of the research on sex and social bondinq has tended 

to produce mixed results. For instance, Jensen and Eve 

(1976) use the Richmond Youth Proiect data base in order to 

determine if the social bond variables could account for sex 

differentials in delinquent behavior. Individually, 

parental supervision, parental support, belief, likinq 

school, attachment to teachers, importance of grades, time 

s:pent on homework, and vouth culture activities all fail to 

explain sex differences in delinquent behavior. Bost all of 

these tend to reduce the strenqth of the relationship, but 

not siqnificantl y. When they were taken together, along 

with the variable of delinquent peers, thev were found to 

explain 28% of the variation in sex differences in 

delinquency amonq white respondents fr= .532). Perhaps 

this should be expected, as the theory of th.e s·ocial bond 

proposed bv Hirschi (1969) was one of sequential and 

simultaneous effects. 

Exami:ninq only the family bond, Cante.r (1982) found an 

inverse relationship between attachment to the family and 

delinquency, but the res·traininq effect of the family .bond 

was incapable of discr:iminatinq between delinquency for 

males and females. Family ties, however, were found to have 

a qr: eater inhibi ti11q effect for males, but onl v for the .more 

serious delinauent acts. 



In an examination of the connection between social 

bondinq and substance abase amonq males and females, 
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Ensminqer et al. (1982) found the bonds of attachment to 

family, peers, and the school to be stronqlv inversely 

related to abuse for both males and females. The attachment 

to school was found to be stronqlv related to substance 

abuse for both males and females. Stconqer family bonds 

were found to have a qreater effect upon females than males 

with c:eqard to all substances except ciqarette smokinq. 

Attachment to peers was positively related to substance 

abuse amonq males. This relationship is in the same 

direction for females but not statistically siqnif icant. In 

short, it was found that the bonds differed in importance tv 

sex: family and school were more important for fe~ales, and 

peers and school more important for males. Ensminger et al. 

(1982) suqqest the sex difference in frequency of abuse can 

be explained hv the males' stronqer peer bonds and females• 

stronqeL' scli.ool bonds. 

Similar findinqs were reported by Krohn and Massey {1980) 

with regard to the differential importance of the bonds by 

sex. The element of attachment was stronqer fOJ: males but 

the commitment and belief elements were more stconqly 

related to delinquency amonq females. However. Krohn and 

Massey's overall model was found to explain more variation 

in the dependent variables for females thaD for males. 



Chapter III 

AN EMP.IHICALI.Y BASED BONDING .MODEL 

A r-eview of Hirschi 1 s {1969} bondinq theorv and related 

empirical research was presented in the prior chapter. 

Whereas much of the research tended to support bonding 

theory, it also tended to suqqest continqencies with reqard 

to the oriqinal formulation and the need for some revision. 

A revised version of Hirschi 1 s bondinq model will be 

presented in this chapter, based on the previous review of 

empirical evidence. 

!1~1~~1Q.N;? !~QlHi :rt1£ . .tlEJU'~ - .Q1 .nm ~Q~!A-!r ~QMJJ 
As originally proposed by Hirschi 11969) and consistently 

verified by subsequent research, all elements of the social 

bond are hypothesized to vary in a positive relationship 

with each other • .For instance, a ttachme.nt is hypothesized to 

be positively associated with every other maior element of 

the bond, as liell as inversely related to delinquency. 

Those vouths who are a·ttached to siqnifica-n-t others are more 

likely to hold conventional beliefs (Hirschi, 1969: Jensen, 

1972; Hindelanq, 1973; Hepburn, 1977: Minor, 1977; Krohn and 

Massey, 1980) and are more likely to be committed to the 

conventional order (Hirschi, 1969: Hindelanq, 1973; Minor, 

66 
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1977: Krohn a~d Massev. 1980: Wiatrowski et al., 1981). 

Furthermore, vith the exception of studies by Krohn and 

Massey (1980) and Rankin (1977}, all of the full tests of 

the bond find a siqnificant invers·e relation.ship bet-weEn 

delinquency and attachment; many of the par:tia 1 tests find 

the same relationship ~mith and Walters, 1978; Wilson, 

1980; Austin, 1980; and Canter. 1982). 

One ma ior departure from Hirschi' s or iqinal proposition 

is that attachment to unconventional others, particularly 

peers, is considered to decrease conventional beliefs, 

commitment, and fear of sanctions while increasinq the 

probabilit v of delinquent behavior. The quantity of 

evidence contrary to Hirschi's formulation cannot be 

iqnored. As stated earlier, the observation that attachment 

to delinquent peers has a delinquency producing effect 

(contrarv to bondinq theory) has become rather commomplace 

{Briar and Piliavin, 1965: Hirschi, 1969; ~ensen, 1972; 

Hindelanq, 1973; L~nden and Hackler, 1973; Conger, 1976; 

Silberman, 1976; Linden, 1978; Poole and Beqoli, 1979; and 

~1itche11 and Dodder, 1980).. Therefore, an important 

consideration is the extent to which peers are attached to, 

committed to, and believe in the conventional order. 

Another related consideration is the extent to which the 

respondent's parents are committed to conventional society. 
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The element of commitment to the conventional order is 

hypothesized to be positively rel.a ted to conventional 

beliefs (Minor, 1:977: Krohn and Massev, 1980).. In addition, 

as Hirschi suqqested, commitment is inversely related to 

delinquency Wirschi. 1969; Hind,elanq, 197.3; Kelly and Pink, 

1973; Krohn and Massev, 1980). Thus, it will be 

hypothesized that delinquenc v involvement decreases with 

increased commitment to the conventional order. 

Conventional beliefs are hypothesized to have a neqative 

effect upon delinquency. It is expected that hiqh levels of 

conventional belief are associated with 10111 levels of 

delinquency involvement {Hirschi, 1969; Jensen, 1972; 

Hindelang, 1973: Binor, 1977; Cernkovich, 1978a, 1978b; 

Seq.cave and Hastad, 1983). Similarlv. fear of sanctions is 

thouqht to be inversely related to delinquency {.Minor 1 1977; 

Silb-2rman, 1976) • It should be noted that whereas fear of 

sanctions and the conventionality of beliefs seem to be 

similar and possibly related concepts, no relationship 

between the two is indicated bv the literature and such a 

relationship will not .be hypothesized. On the other hand, 

it has been demonstrated that fear of sanctions is 

positively related to the bond elements of attachment and 

commitment (Minor 1 1977). Thus, hiqh levels on attachment 

and commit•ent variables are hypothesized to be associated 

with an increased deterrence effect. 
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li:L~ JJ.tfb!l].~~J;; Qf.'. ~]1 

The variable of sex did not fiqure into Hirschi's oriqinal 

conceptualization; however, in a later discussion he implies 

var-iations in attachments to parents are correlated with 

variations in delinquency by sex. "Girls are more closely 

supervised bv their parents than bovs and are more likely to 

be emotionally dependent on them, as well as on otber 

adults" ({Hirschi, 1977: 333 - 334),. 

As previously discussed, several studies have indicated 

that the full model has a qreater effect upon females 

{Jensen and Eve, 1976; Minor., 1977: K.r:ohn and Massey, 1980). 

still others have specifically confirmed that attachments to 

siqnificant others (Ensminqer et al., 1982) and commitment 

to conventional activities (Bankin, 1980; Krohn and Massey, 

1980) tend to he inversely -correlated with delinquency mor:e 

so amonq females than ~ith males. However, because the 

connections betveen sex and other elements of the bond are 

rather ambiguous, the variable of sex will be treated as 

exoqenous to the tradit~onal bondinq elements as a whole. 

Specifically, it will he hypothesized that females tend 

to experience qreater: levels of attachment, commitment 1 

involvement, and belief than do males. Because higher 

levels of these variables are associated with lower levels 

of delinquencv, it is further hypothesized that females will 

report lower levels of delinqaencv involvement than males. 
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The effect of residence upon delinquency via the social bond 

is very ambiquous. Existinq evidence indicates that 

commitment levels cannot be differentiated by residence 

(Lyer1 v, 1980). Others have questioned whether residence is 

an appropriate variable in accountinq for differences in 

delinquency (Marsden, 1979; Laub, 1983). On the other hand, 

a more consistent relationship has been documented reqardinq 

residence and belief in conventional values (Nelsen et al., 

1971; Willits et a1., 1973: Lyerly, 1980). 
I 

The limited supportinq evidence leads to the conclusion 

that residence affects de.linquencv pri.maril v through one's 

belief system. Therefore, it will be hvpothesized that 

rural residents tend to experience hiqher: levels of belief 

in conventional values and will report lower levels of 

delinquent behavior than urban dwellers.. Given that 

relations between locality and other bond elements are 

questionable, as indicated bv the literature,. no other 

associations will be proposed at this time. 
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.I!l~ £A~.~··· Q.f ·· l.liXQ.~~,N '!' 

The case of involvement is a special one. A very common 

observation has been that it is of very little theoretical 

value in accountinq for delinquency (Hirschi, 1969; 

Hindelanq, 1973; Rankin, 1977: Wiatrowski et al., 1981}"' 

However, it has been demonstrated to be a qood indicator of 

commitment (Otto and Alwin, 1977: Landers and Landers, 

1978). Therefore, it will be treated as an indicato.r or 

correlate of commitment and thus (loaicallv speakinq) is 

expected to be positively correlated with attachment and 

belief. Whereas no specific relationship between 

involvement and delinquencv can be drawn from the 

literature, it ma v be liypothesized that hiqher levels of 

involvement will be associated with hiqher levels of 

commitment, attachment. and belief. and thus inversely 

related to participation in deliaquencv. 

In addition to the activities delineated by Hirschi to 

indicate involvement in conventional activities, the 

evidence tends to suqqest the concept of reliqiosity also 

should be employed as an indicator of involvement (Krohn and 

Massey, 1980; Tittle and Welch. 1983: Elifson et al., 1983). 
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£IQX~~ .Q!! · XJH; !HI~- Qf l'Hl~~I!flE§ Qi: S ~1f::R~,RQ!3:X~Jl !?li1l.N.QQ .!Ulf;X 

Measures of delinquency based on self-reports, such as those 

used by Hirschi (1969) and those employed here, have been 

questioned with reqar:d to several potentially problematic 

concerns. For instance, Erickson et al.. C 1977) note a 

difficult v in identifvinq the proportion of respondents w.ho 

cannot remember ha vinq committed an act in question, 

misunderstand statements or questions. and/or deliberately 

qive an incorrect response. However, assessments of the 

overall validity of self-reported measures of delinquency 

qenera.lly have indicated that they ar-e reasonably accurate. 

Clack and Tift {1966) used several of the items employed 

in this study and compared responses to a fo1low-up 

interview and polvqraph tests. Whereas some specific 

indicators were problematic, Clark and Tift found the self-

reported data to be accurate, especiallv when a wide ranqe 

of behaviors ~as considered. Also usinq some items similar 

to those employed in this stud v. Hardt and Peterson-Hardt 

( 1977) evaluated the quality of self-repor-t techniques usinq 

four controls: comparisons with official reports, the use of 

er iterio.n qroups, the use of scales to measure tendencies to 

lie about or misrepresent onets self-imaqe, and measures of 

internal consistency within the instrument. The self-report 

technique was found to vLeld valid data. More recently, 
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Akers et al. f 1983) assess the validity of self-reports of 

smokinq beha vio.r amonq adolescents.. Usinq biodtemical 

controls (.salivary tests) and a r:andomiz·ed response 

instrument to verify responses, the authors su.bstantia·te the 

validity of self-report measures .. 

A rela·ted concern, particulai:-lv in studies in ·which 

socioeconomic status is a majo.r variable, is whether self-

reports or offical reports a.re better indicators of actual 

behaviors .. In Hirschi•s (1969) oriainal studv# the major 

propositions of bondinq theory were supported regardless of 

the use of self-reports or of£icial data.. The position 

taken here is ·that .self-reports are neither more accurate 

nor supe·rior to of.ficial reports. Rather, self-reports allow 

for the assessment o.f a wider ranqe of behavio.r, especiall v 

the less serious forms of delinquent behavior. A more 

developed statement of this position has been made by 

Hindelanq et al. (1979) and .Elliott and Aqeton (1980) who 

arq.ue that both official and self-reported measures are 

valid indicators of cr_iminalitv, but only within the domain 

of behavior they tap. The domain of offic.ia.1 da·ta tends to 

be the more serious delinquent behaviors whereas the scope 

of self-reported data tends to include more mino.r 

delinquencies. However, because several studies of the 

bondinq elements have reported a differential effect of 
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social bonding dependent upon the seriousness of the 

delinquent behaviors in question HHnor. 1977; Rankin. 1977; 

Krohn and Massey, 1980; and canter. 1982). the study is not 

limited only to minor delinquencies. Numerous indicators 

have been drawn from various studies to provide for a ruore 

vaci,ed selection in terms of both seriousness and types of 

delinquent behavior. The specific self-reported measures 

will be discussed in the next chapter. 

Y!Hl!l'.'.l~l!!lQ.tl .QE. :nm klQD~:t. 

'Th us far, a review of literature on the social houd has been 

discussed and a ne~ empirically derived model has been 

suqqested based upon reqularities found in previous 

research. Relationships between the elements have been 

hypothesized. and five maior alterations of Hirschi's social 

bondinq theory have been recommended. 

The first alteration has been the decreased importance 

assiqnea to the element o.f involvement.. Second, a 

deterrence component has been added to the model. Third and 

fouz:-th. the influence of the vaciables of sex and locality 

frural/urban residence) are considered. And fifth, it is 

suqqested that attachment to unconventional others (peers 

and parents specifically) will weaken the elements of the 

bond and increase delinquency. The relaticnships to be 

tested are summed below. 
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1. Attachment to siqnificant others, commitment to 

conventional institutions, belief in conventional 

values, and involvement in convent.ional activities 

will vary positively with each other. 

2. Fear of sanctions will be positivelv related to 

commitment to conventional institutions and 

attachments to siqnificant others. 

3. Attachment to siqnificant others., commitment to 

conventiona 1 institutions, be.lief in conventional 

values, involvement i11 conventional activities and 

fear of sanctions will be inversel v related to 

participation in delinquent acti vit v. 

4. Participation in delinquent activity vi11 be 

inversely related to the conventionality of 

siqnificant others. 

The relationships discussed in the precedinq four points 

will be co.mbined in a multivariate anal vsis of the extB.nt to 

which they can be utilized to explain participation in 

delinquent behavior. 

5. Females will experience qreate.c lev,els of affective 

attachments and conventional commitments, 

conventional ivo1vements, and conventional .beliefs 

than will males ana also will be less involved in 

delinquent behavior than males. 
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6. R ura.l respondents will experience hiqhe r levels of 

conventional belief than urban respondents and will 

be less involved in delinquent behavior than urban 

respondents. 

The proqram of research and the measucement of key concepts 

will be discussed in the f ollo lilinq chapter. 



Chapter IV 

SAMPLE AND MEASUBEMENT 

The previous chapters provided a theoretical and empirical 

revie~ of social bondinq theory. From this review a revised 

bondinq model was hypothesized. In this chapter the 

methodoloqy employed for testinq these hypothesized 

relationships will be discussed. The study utilizes a 

cross-sectional survev research desiqn. The data collection 

instrument used in this survey is a questionnaire 

administered to a sample of respondents. The concern of 

this chapter will be with the samplinq procedures and the 

measurement of basic concepts. 

£.li~I£:_;Q1: 

In order to locate difficulties in question 11ordinq and 

response categories, and to assess the averaqe response 

time, a previous version of the instrument was administe.cea 

to thirty 8th qrade students at Blair Junior High Schoo1 in 

Norfolk, Virqinia and to 107 underqraduates at Virginia Tech 

in Blacksbucg, Virginia. The pretest indicated the need fer 

minor revisions which were incorporated into the final draft 

of the instrument. 

77 
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.X.J!;g ·· ~&f!.E 
The sample consists of 7 33 students from middle and high 

schools in Virqinia. A purposive nonrandmn sampling method 

was employed in the selection of school svstems and the 

students within each school. A kev criterion for school 

selection was rural versus urban location. Two rural public 

schools were sampled in Franklin county, Virqinia. From the 

Franklin County Riqh School, .307 students were selected and 

149 students were drawn from the Franklin county Middle 

school. Franklin County has a population of approximatelv 

36, 000 residents.. 'I.he students come from 27 different 

incorporated and unincorporated localities within the 

countv. However, there are four incorporated population 

centers in Franklin County in which manv of the students 

reside: Bocky Mount (pop. 4198), Boones Mill (pop. 344), 

Union Hall {pop. 4583), and and Snow Creek (pop. 4754). 

The school selected as an ur.ban cont.i:-ast was Armstronq-

Ken:ned y H iqh school located in Richmond, V irqinia. All 0£ 

the 277 students selected from this school reside in the 

city of Richmond, -which has a central cit v population of 

approximately 219,000. The whole metropolitan area, 

includinq the city, cuts across three counties and has an 

urban population of nearly half a million residents. 
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T.he students included in each sample were selected by 

representatives of the respective school systems. An 

attempt was made to include at least three classrooms for 

each qrade at each sc~ool. The qrade distributions and 

other selected demoqraphic characteristics are presented in 

Table 1. In the Franklin County Middle School and the 

Arrnstronq-Kenned y Hiqh School, questio.nnaires were 

administered to the students in their homerooms with the 

assistance of the school principals and the teachers. 

students in the Franklin county Hiqh School were assembled 

in the school's two cafeterias and the questionnaires were 

administered with the assistance of the school principals. 

l!El!~QllJ;;!'.1~~1-

I n order to operationa li:ze the kev variables. various 

indicators are employed to represent the concepts under 

study.. A .standard base 0£ questions was dra-wn from the 

questionnai~e used by H~rschi 11969) in the study discussed 

in the second chapter. Additional items or alterations in 

standar:d questions were desiqned to allow for greater 

discrimination between responses. Re£er to the Appendix for 

specific examples. In discussinq specific auestions, two 

numbers Kill be qiven in ceference. The first number is tbe 

section and the second number is the question number. As an 



example. the combination 2,4 should be interpreted as 

referrinq to section 2, question 4. 
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The questionnaire consists of two maior sections, in 

addition to a cover paqe. T.he first pact is 1ai:qely 

concerned with basic demographic variables such as aqe, se~, 

and cace. Also included in the first section are questions 

without standardized response cateqories, some of which are 

used to indicate bond elem·e.nts.. The. second section of th'e 

questionnaire contains those questions with standardized 

response cateqories. 'Ihis includes a ma ioritv of the 

indicators of ·the bond elements and all of the delinquency 

measures. 

Iudi~g,:tQ.t;~ · Q{ ·· ia~ 122,ng ·· 

The variable o.f i!tYQJYJ~!!lgD! in conventional activities is 

assessed primarily throuqh a qroup of indicators developed 

by Hirschi which deal ~ith school-related activities {1,16; 

1,18; 1,19). Two additional indicators of involvement are 

participation in reliqious activities f2,47) and 

participation in vouth oriented community activities { 1, 15) .. 

As suqqested bv boodinq theory, hiqh levels of participation 

in school-related activities, re1iqious activities, and 

community activities will indicate hiqh levels of 

involvement in conventiona1 activities. These involv·ement 
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TABLE 1 

Selected Characte:ristics Of The Sa.mple 

Richmond, Va. Franklin County, Va. 

n ()t n (l' 
;141 10 

SEX 
male 116 42 226 49 
female 160 58 230 51 

AG.E 
13 17 £} 66 15 
14 47 17 96 21 
15 .39 14 57 13 
16 52 19 85 19 
17 61 23 82 18 
18 40 15 53 12 
19 14 5 14 3 
20 1 0 2 0 

RAC.E 
white 26 9 381 84 
black 250 91 15 16 

GRADE 
eiqhtl1 65 23 149 33 
ninth 50 18 75 17 
tenth 51 18 71 16 
elev€nth 52 19 81 18 
twelfth 59 21 78 17 
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indicators were used to form three basic scales. The first 

represents the respondent's total conventional involvements 

(INVTOTAL) and includes all of the involvement indicators. 

The second and the third indicate involvement in school-

related activities CINVSCHOL) and involvement in 

conventional activities in the communitv, such as adult-

quided youth activities and reliqious activities (INVCOMTY). 

In accordance vitt the conceptual distinction made by 

Krohn and Massey 41980), .~.~t~£.h.m~.g_!;· is considered to be an 

affective com pone 11t indicative of ties to persons .but not to 

institutions. The specific persons considered here will be 

parents, teachers, and peers. The indicators of attachments 

to parents are based on those emploved bv Hirschi. 

Indicators of attachments to teachers and to peers are 

basicall v the same statements with a chanqe in the sub iect 

noun. 

With reqard to parents, measures of attachment are 

identification (1,21). supervision c2.1: 2,2), child to 

parent communication (2,5: 2,7), and Parent to child 

communication (2,3; 2,4: 2,6; 2,8). As suqqested by bondinq 

theory, qreater levels of communication, identification, and 

supervision are thouqht to indicate qreater .levels of 

attachment to parents. Similarly, measures of attachment to 

teachers are identification (1,22). teacher to child 
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interaction (2.12), child to teacher interaction (2,13), and 

concern for the o~inion of teachers (2,9: 2,10). Attachment 

to peers is concerned with the measures of identification 

{1,23) and closeness 0£ relationships (2,19 - 22). Higher 

levels of identification and communication with peers and 

with teach,ers indicate .hiqher levels of attachment to peers 

and teachers. An additional attachment variable not 

previously identified will b€ intimacy of communication with 

fellow church members (2,50; 2,51). It is assumed that 

attachments to church fellows represents a tie to 

conventional at.he rs which should not qo unassessed. 

several scales have been constructed from the nume1:ous 

attachment indicators. All of the attachm€nt to parent 

items have been combined to form a sinale parental 

attachment scale {ATTPAREN). 'Iiio r-elated sub-scales are 

derived from this larqer sea.le based on a distinction 

oriqinally made by Hirschi (1969). These parental 

attachment sub-scales are parental supervision (PABSUPER) 

and communication with parents (PABNTALK). The attachment 

to teacher indicators are used to form one scale {A'fTTEACH), 

as are the indicators of attachment to peers {ATTPEERS) and 

indicators of attachment to church fellows (ATTCHBCB). All 

of these indicators are themselves combined to form an index 

cepresentinq the respondent's total attachments (ATTT07AL). 
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The variable of gg~~i!ill~!! will be operationalized as 

ties to conventional institutions. usinq indicators 

developed by Hirschi. The maior concern will be with those 

commitments indicated by self-perceived academic ability 

(1,20) and the importance of school l2.11: 2,14 - 18). 

Another conventionai institution is that of the church. 

Commitment to the church will be indicated bv the perceived 

importance of the church (2.48 - 49). It is believed that a 

positive self-perception of academic ability and high levels 

of importance attributed to the school and the church will 

indicate hiqh levels of commitment to conventional 

inst itu·tions .. 

The comm.i tment items are utilized to form scales 

indicatinq commitment to school (COMSCHOL) and commitment to 

the church (COMCHBCH). These are also combined to form a 

sinqle inclusive commitment index {COMTOTAL). The item of 

self-perceived acadeIDic ability was found to reduce the 

celiabilitv 0£ the scale indicatinq commitment to the 

school. However, because self-perceived academic ability 

was such a crucial variable in Hirschi• s (1969) study, it 

will be used here as an individual indicator of commitment. 

P.eli~! in conventional values is indicated by Hirschi• s 

questions assessinq the respondent's belief in the validity 

of the law (2.33; 2,34), respect £or: the police {2,35; 
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2,36), the costs of delinquency (2:37), the ability to stav 

out of trouble {2,38), and the leqitimacv of takinq 

ad van taqe of 11suckers11 (2, 39). Hiqher levels of belief in 

the validity of the law and respect for the police are 

indicators of hiqh leve.ls of belief in conventional values. 

In contrast., there is an inverse relationship betwe,en 

conventional beliefs and the view of delinquency as not 

harmful, an inability to stay out of trouble., and belief in 

the leqitimacy of takinq advantaqe of suckers. Six of the 

seven belief items were combined to form a.n index of be.lief 

in conventional values (BELIEFS). The item indicatinq the 

respondent's view of delinquency as not harmful was not 

included as it lower:ed the re.liability coefficient of the 

scale. 

AQ.411.i.Q!Hl! lJHli£-~lilf.§ 

In addition to measures of the social bond, the proposed 

model ~ncludes numerous other variables hypothesized to 

influence the extent of participation in delinquent 

behavior. These are the respondent's sex and locality., a 

deteri:ence effect, and the conventionali tv of siqnificant 

others. 

The exoqenous variables of sex and locality are measured 

rather directly (1.,1 and 1,12; 1,13: 1~14, respectively) .. 
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_t~a,[ ~f SM.~1i~U§ is indicated by measures of perct>ivea 

certainty of arrest (2,40), perceived certainty of 

punishment (2,41), and p-erceived severity of punishments 

{2,42).. Based upon a format suqqested by Jense-n (1969), 

these indicators were specif icallv desiqned to ass€SS a 

potential deterrence effect. When Perceptions of certaint v 

and severity are at their biqhest, the dete~rence effect is 

hypothesized to be at its hiqhest. All three of the iterus 

indicatinq fear of sanctions 1rnre combined to form an index 

of deterrence (SANCTION). 

Anot~er qroup of questions related to the bonding 

elements deals with the ~QJJYgU1i2-~~:li:!.~X-J1! _§!illli.ii£~n! -

_gt_h~£~· The first set of questions is based on sever al 

employed by Hirschi to evaluate various attitudes and' 

behaviors of the respondents in his study. They were 

ada p bed to this stud v by alter inq the noun sub iect to 

indicate the respondents• 0 £ riends 11 and b v var yiuq the 

subiect 0£ the noun clause to parents, pol~ce, and teachers. 

Specific concerns a1:e with t'he involvement of peers in 

school-related activities 11,17), the peer 1 s respect for the 

police (2,23), respect for teachers (2,26), respect foe 

-their parents {2, 29), and the extent to which they trv to 

stay out of trouble (2,28). Also employed are indicators of 

the extent to which the respondent's peers tend to qet into 
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trouble with the po.lice :f2 ,2 4) • their parents :{2, 25) , and at 

school (2,27). All of the items related to the 

conventionality of peers are combined to form a sinqle index 

(SIGPEE.BS). 

Reqardinq ·the co.nventionalitv of the respondent's 

pa.rents, three quest.ions assess the e.xten-t to which parents 

ace thouqht to respec·t the po.lice (2..,30), hold church 

attendance as important (2.31), and obev the law {2,32). 

Two 0£ these three f2,30; 2,32) are combined to £orm an 

index of parental conventionalitv CSIGPIBEN). The question 

reqardinq :the paren·t• s perceived importance of church 

attendance was not included in the scale as it was found to 

reduce siqnificantlv :the alpha coefficient hv as much as 

.20 .. The index o.f paren-tal conventionalitv is co.m.bined with 

that of the peers to form a sinqle indicator of the 

conventionality o.f siqnificant others (SIGTOTAL). 

:!!Hli£l!:tQ!r:e Qt ··· Il.~.l.i1!9.J.rn1i~.1 ··· 

As discussed in the previous chapter, numerous indicators 

have been draw.n from various studies to P.rovide for a :more 

varied selection of the type and seriousness of delinquency. 

Two questions drawn bv Hirschi (1969: .54) from previous 

studies are included (2.65.; 2,66) _ as well as the scales 

from which he derived his other indicators. For instance, 
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three of the theft items 12, 58:; 2., 64: 2, 68) are from .Dentl€r 

and Monroe ( 1961) "' Several items from Nye and Short's 

(1957) delinquency scale an") included {2,57 - 63), of 'Which 

one theft item (2,63) also comes from Dentler and Monroe 

(1961). Four vandalism items (2,52 - 55) and one item 

dealinq with telephone harassme.nt (2,56) were drawn from 

Gibson• s (1971} delinquencv scale. In order to make tbe 

selection more inclusive, one assault item {2,67), and three 

druq possession items f2,70 - 72) were taken from Reichel 

(1975), and one burqlary item (2,69) and one :cobbery item 

(2,73) were drawn from Elliott and Aqeton's (1980) 

delinquencv index. 

A.11 of the delinquencv items have been combined into a 

sinqle index which represents qeneral or tota.1 partici J:a ti on 

in delinquent behaviors (DEL~OTAL). The individual 

delinquency items are rather diverse, as intended, and com,E 

from numerous sources. Therefore, an attempt was made to 

reduce these diverse items to smaller and more manaqable 

sets of indicato.t·s. To this end, factor analytic techniques 

were employed. Specif ica11Y, the data were factor analyzed 

usinq a principal-component model with a varimax rotation to 

derive the factor matrix. Four components emerqed £rom the 

ana.l vsis, indica tinq four- dimensions of delinquency 

involvement. Whereas these four dimensions differ more in 
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terms of type of behavior rather than seriousness, it is 

suqqested here that the first three are all serious 

delinquencies. The fourth dimension discussed is considered 

to he less serious than the other three. 

The first specific delinquency index indicates 

participation in property related offenses /PROPERTY) a.nd is 

composed of bceakinq out windows, breakinq down fences or 

other propertv, banqinq up others' property, lettinq the air 

out of tires, theft of property ·liilorth less ti1an $2, prop,ertv 

valued between $2 and $50, and property valued over $50, car 

theft, breaking and enterinq, and forcefully robbing others 

of their pr:opert y. A second delinquenc v index is 

participation in violent behaviors (VIOLENCE) which includes 

beatinq up other people and ca usinq ph vsical damaqe to t.beir 

bodies. The third index of delinquencv involvement 

indicates the respondent's possession of marijuana, 

ps vchodelics, and amphetamines (DRUGPOSS). The four th 

cateqory 0£ delinquency includes the less ser~ous 1uvenile 

rnisbeha viors such as markinq on others 1 property, anon vmous 

telephone harassment, drivinq a car without a permit, 

drinkinq alcohol, skippinq school. and defvinq a parent's 

authority (JUVENILE}. 
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The response cateqories chosen for questions indicatinq bond 

elements depart from traditional formats qenerallv employed 

to assess the extent of the respondent's attitude or 

orientation toward a subject. It is felt that simple 

aqreement or disaqreement ~i'th statements fails to account 

for the variable nature of attitudes, beliefs, and opiDions, 

as well as the complex nature of human acti vit v. For 

insta:nce, the stateIDent "my friends understand my needs and 

problems 11 (2, 19), can be responded to in terms of extent of 

aqreement, but such responses indicate nothing about the 

variability of the occurrence of the behavior. In other 

words, it is assumed here that peer support is not an all or 

nothinq phenomenon; behaviors such as p.eer support, pa rental 

support, and 1ikinq of school are of a variable nature. Ear 

the s·tandardized bond ca teqories the respondents are asked 

to respond in terms of the followinq: "never." ttsometimes," 
I 

"usua1ly,n and "always." While these cateaories are of an 

ordinal nature, they will be coded and analvzed as interval 

measures. A value of zero will be assiqned to a response of 

"never" and wil1 increase up to a value of three for a 

response of "alwavs." 

The standardized response cateqories for the delinquency 

indicators are more traditional. The respondents are asked 
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to rank their extent of participation in a particular 

behavior :in terms of 11 never, 11 nonce or twice," or "several 

ti mes. 11 'Ihese ca teqor ies also will be coded and anal Y'Zed as 

interval measures. A value of zero will be assiqned to a 

response of "never" and will increase up to a value of two 

for a response of "several times." 

As discussed in the precedinq sections, related indicators 

are combined with each other to form sinqle scales for each 

of the maior variables. The reliability of each scale is 

evaluated by usinq Cronhach's alpha. Those single 

indicators which decreased the power of the alpha 

co.efficient were either dropped from the analysis or used 

individually, dependinq upon their theoretical importance. 

The scaled indicators were constructed in order to achieve 

maximum statistical reliabil.ity. All scaled indicators, the 

number 0£ ·the items from which. they were constructed, and 

theic reliability coefficients are presented in Tah1e 2. 
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TABLE 2 

scaled Indicato.z:s And '1'.heir Relia.bili ty 

Scale Name Alpha 

.INVTOTAL .. 51 

INV SCHOL .4 7 

INVCOMTY ,.46 

A'ITPAREW .. 78 

PAFSUPEH .72 

PARNTALK • 77 

1\TTTEACH .67 

ATTPEE.RS .80 

A'ITCHBCH .78 

ATTTOT.AL .. 8 1 

COMSCHOL 

CCMCHECH .. 73 

COMTOTAL .76 

Items Included 

1,15:; 1,16; 1,18; 
1,19: 2,47 

1.16; 1,19 

1, 15: 2,47 

1,21: 2,1 to 2,8 

2,1: 2,2 

2.3 to 2,.8 

1. 22;; 2, 9; 2, 1 0; 
2,12: 2,13 

2, 19 to 2,22 

1. 21: 1, 2 2; 2. 1 to 
2.10: 2.12; 2,13; 
2, 19 to 2,22; 2,50; 
2,51 

2,11: 2,14 to 2,18 

2,48: 2,49 

2,11to2,18; 2,48 
2,49 
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'IABLE 2 (continued) 

Scale Name Alpha Items Included 
---------- ----- ------------

B.E:LIEFS .65 2,33 to 2,36; 2,38 
2,39 

SANCTION .. 55 2,40 ·to 2,42 

SIG PEERS .. 80 2,23 to 2,29 

S1GPAIIEN .62 2 ,30: 2,32 

S.IGTOTAL .80 2, 23 to 2,29; 2,30; 
2.,32 

DELTOTAL .89 2,.52 to 2,73 

PEOPERTY .85 2,53 to 2,55; 2, 58; 
2, 63 to 2., 65; 2,68; 
2, 69; 2, 73 

VIO:L.ENCE .75 2" 66: 2,67 

DBUGPOSS .77 2.,70 to 2,72 

JU VERILE .74 2,52; 2,56; 2,57; 
2. 59 to 1,61 



Chapter: V 

FINDINGS 

In the conclusion of the t.hir:d chapte~. six qeneral 

pr:opositions were stated reqardinq the model to :be tested. 

These propositions now 1iill serve as an equally genera.I 

outline for the presentation and discussion of the findings 

of the research proqram described in the previous chapter .. 

The findinqs will be classified accordinq to the 

propositions pertaininq to the relationships: {1) amonq the 

traditional bondinq elements; C2) between the bonding 

elements and a deterre.nce effect: {3) between delinquency 

and the bondinq elements (includinq deterrence); (4) between 

the conventionality of siqnificant others and delinquency; 

{5) amonq sex. delinquency, and the social bond; and t6) 

amonq localitv (rural/ur:ban residence}. delinquency, and the 

social bond • 

. !i.I;t1.,AT IQ!~!il~~ ··· !:t1QliJi .I.!f £ .J2QJiQ1Jl§ ·· -~'!dii1~Jt!.~ ·· 

.It Yas hypothesized eai:lier that attachment to siqnif icant 

others (ATTTOTAL) , commitment to conventional institutions 

(COMTOTAI), belief in conventional values fBELIEFS}, and 

involvement in conventional activities (INVTOTAL) will vary 

posi ti vel y with each other.. S up:port for these propositions 

94 
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is found in an examination of the zero-order correlation 

coefficients presented in Table J. The correlations between 

involvement and the indicators of the other traditional 

bondinq elements of attachment f.27). commitment f.32), and 

beliefs {.28) are relatively weak but are in the 

hypothesized direction. Stronger positive correlations can 

be found between attachment and commitment {.50) , attachment 

and belie.fs (.33), and commit.m,ent and beliefs {.34). 

r'.ianv weak to moderate correlations can be found among the 

sub-scales which comprise the maior indicators. for 

instance, there are positive correlations between 

involvement in the school CINVSCHOL) and involvement in 

conventional activities in the community (INVCOMTY) (.22)~ 

between attachme.nt to parents {A'rTPAREN) and attachment to 

teachers fATTTEl\CH) 1- 34) • attac.hment to peers {ATTPEE.ES) 

(.17), and attachment to fellow church members (AT!CHRCB) 

f.29). Also, commitment to the school CCC!SCHCL) is 

positively related to commitment to the church {COMCHRCH) 

{. 32). similarlv, moderate positive correlations are found 

to exist between these sub-scales. and between the sub-

scales and the larqer composite indicators. However, the 

stronqest correlations amonq these relationships tend to be 

found -with the attachment scale {ATTTOTAL). and the 

attachment sub-scales to parents fATTPABEN), teachers 
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TABLE .3 

Zero-Order Correlation ~atrix For Ma1or Variables 

INVTOTAL 
INV SCHOL 
INVCOMTY 
ATTPABEN 
PARS UP ER 
PARNTALK 
lTTTEACH 
ATTPEERS 
ATTCHBCH 
ATTTOTAL 
COM SCHOL 
COMCHRCH 
COMTOTAL 
BELIEFS 
SANCTION 
SIGPEERS 
SI GPA REN 
SIGTOTAL 
DELTOTAL 
PROPERTY 
VIOLENCE 
DRUGPOSS 
JUVENILE 
ACADEMIC 

* p < .05 
** p < .. 01 

I 
N 
v 
T 
0 
'l' 
A 
L 

1.0{) 
a 
a 

.20** 

.. .25** 

.15** 
,.30** 
.14** 
.. 23** 
.21** 
.3.3** 
.27** 
.32** 
.28** 

-.01 
.32** 
,.15** 
.32** 

- • .21** 
-.20** 
-.23** 
-.26** 
- .. 19** 

• 24*>.lc 

I 
N 
v 
s 
c 
H 
0 
L 

1 .. 0 0 
.. 22** 
.. 09** 
.1 O** 
'"'07* 
.19** 
.1 O** 
.05 
.13** 
.24** 
.05 
.. 18** 
.14** 

-.03 
.18** 
.05 
.17 

-.09>'t: 
-.06 
-,. 08* 
-.09* 
- .. 05 

.. 27** 

I 
N 
v 
c 
D 
M 
T 
y 

1. 00 
.15** 
.21** 
.1 O** 
• 20** 
.. 11** 
.28** 
.20** 
.18** 
.32* 
.21** 
.22** 

-.o 1 
.. 24** 
.14* 
.25** 

-.24** 
- .. 17* 
-. 22** 
-.25** 
-.18** 

.11** 

A 
T 
T 
p 
A 
n 
E 
N 

1. 00 
a 
a 

.34** 

.. 11** 

.29** 
a 

.36** 
,.29** 
.-40** 
.. 27** 
.. 10** 
.40** 
.28** 
.42** 

-.34** 
-.27** 
·- .. 2.3** 
·-.• 23** 
- .. 31** 

• 14** 

p 
A 
R 
s 
u 
p 
E 
n 

1.00 
• .30** 
.25** 
.08* 
.20** 

a 
.28** 
• 26** 
-· 31 ** 
~34** 
• 11** 
.32** 
.. 20** 
.33** 

-.44** 
-.34** 
-.33** 
- .. 29** 
-.38** 

.03 

p 
A 
R 
N 
T 
~ 

L 
K 

1. 00 
• 30** 
• 17** 
• 28** 

a 
.. 34** 
.. 24** 
.. 36** 
• 18** 
.. 09** 
• 35** 
• 25** 
"'37** 

- .. 24** 
-- 19** 
- .. 15** 
- .• 15** 
-. 2 2** 

• 13** 

a The coefficient repcesen ts a correlation o.f a sub-scale 
with the larqer scale which contains it. 



ATTTE.ACH 
ATTPEE.RS 
ATTCHBCH 
ATTTOTA.L 
COHSCHOI. 
CO.MCHBCH 
CONTOTA!. 
BE:LIEFS 
SANCTION 
SIGPEERS 
STGPABEN 
SIG TOTAL 
DELTOTAL 
i?lWPEBTY 
VIOLENCE 
DRUGPOSS 
JUVENILE 
ACADEMIC 

* p < .. 05 
** p < .01 

A 
T 
T 
T 
E 
A 
c 
H 

1.00 
.14** 
.30** 

a 
.42** 
.25** 
.40** 
.. 31** 
.17** 
.39** 
.. 19** 
.40** 

-.35** 
-.21** 
-.29** 
-.26** 
-.31** 

.09** 

'IAB"LE 3 {continued) 

A 
T 
T 
p 
E 
E 
R 
s 

1. 0 0 
.. 16** 

a 
.12** 
.11** 
.. 14** 
.1 O** 
.. 02 
.28** 
.13** 
• .29** 
.05 

-.04 
-.02 

.0.3 

.13** 

.. 09** 

T 
T 
c 
H 
R 
c 
R 

1.00 
a 

.26** 

.. 58** 

.t.i5** 

.. 19** 

.14** 

.15** 
;e 08* 
.. 16** 

-.19** 
-.11** 
- .. 08* 
-.20** 
-.20** 

.01 

A 
T 
T 
T 
0 
T 
A 
L 

1 .. 00 
.42** 
.41** 
.50** 
.33** 
.13** 
.48** 
.26** 
.49** 

-.32** 
-.29** 
-.27** 
-.20** 
-.24** 

.14** 

c 
0 
ii 
s 
c 
H 
0 
L 

1.00 
.32** 

a 
.35** 
.. 24** 
.44** 
.25** 
.45** 

- .. 41** 
- .. 31** 
-.21** 
-.32** 
- .. 39** 

.16** 
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c 
0 
J.11 

c 
H 
B 
( 

.H 

1. 00 
a 

• 30** 
• 18** 
• 29** 
• 15** 
• 30** 

-. 29** 
- .. 23** 
-. 22** 
-. 24** 
- .. 25** 
- .. 03 

a The coefficient represents a correlation of a sub-scale 
with the larqer scale which contains it. 
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TAB.LE 3 (continued) 

c B s s s s 
0 E A I I I 
{11 L N G G G· 
T I c p p T 
0 E .T E A c 
T .f I ";;> R 'I ·'-' 

A s 0 R E A 
L N s N 1 

COi.'1TOTAL 1. 00 
BEL.IE:FS .34** 1.. '10 
SANCTION .21** .22** 1 .. 0{) 
SI GP.EE.RS .43** .. 49** .. 19** 1. 00 
SIGPAilEN .25** • 31** .18** .. 34** 1. 00 
SIGTOTAL .. 44** .51** .2:1** a a 1. 00 
.DELTOTAL -.38** -. 55** - .. 19** - .. 49** -.28** -. 51** 
PROPEBTY - .. 26** - .. 50** -.15** -.4 l** - .. 23** -. 42** 
V.IOLENCE -.21** - .. 43** - • 13** -.31** - .. 23** - .. 38** 
DRUGPOSS -.29** -.37** -.13** - .. 38** -.17** - .. 38** 
JUVENILE -.37** -.42** -.2 O** -.40** - .. 23** -.41** 
ACADEl'lIC .10* .01 - .17** .09** .. o 1 .OB* 

* p < .05 
** p < .01 

a The coefficient represents a correlation of a sub-scale 
with the larqer scale which contains it. 



DELTOTAL 
PIWPERTY 
VIOLENCE 
DlWGPOSS 
JUVENILE 
!CAD EM IC 

* p < .05 
** p < .01 

D 
E 
L 
T 
0 
T 
A 
L 

1.00 
a 
a 
a 
a 

-. 01 

TAELE 3 

p 
R 
:0 
p 
E 
B 
T 
y 

1. 0 0 
.58** 
.. 47** 
• 52** 

- .. 00 
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{continued) 

v D J li 
.I B u c 
0 u v A 
l G . .., .c D 
.E p N E 
N 0 I M 
c s :L I 
E s E c 

1 .. 00 
.39** 1 .. 00 
.. 43** .53** 1.00 
.. 01 -.03 -.01 1. 00 

a The coefficient represents a correlation of a sub-scale 
with the larqer scale which contains it .. 
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(ATTTEACH), and church fellows (ATTCHBCH). Whereas 

attachment to peers 1ATTPEERS) also produces positive 

correlations with the other indicators and sub-scales, these 

are qenerally veak. 

As mentioned earlier, the variable of self-perceived 

academic abi1itv tended ·to decrease the statistical 

relia.bi1itv of t.he sea le i.nd icatinq commitment to 

conventional institutions and was excluded from the scale. 

However, because the variable of self-perceived academic 

ability was so central to Hirscbi's analysis, it is brief1v 

examined here as an individual variable. As shown in Table 

3, academic ability (ACADEMIC) tends to be only weakly 

correlated with involvement (INVTO'l'AL) ( .. 24). attachmBnt 

(A'.l'TTOTAL) (.14), commitment fCOI'lTOTAL) (.10), and belief 

(BELIEF'S) {. 01). The associations between self-perceived 

academic ability and the delinquency scales are almost 

nonexistent. Therefore. in contrast to Hirschi's f1969) 

oriqinal formulation, t.he variable of self-perceived 

academic ability appears to be of limited utility in the 

presen-t study. 
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. .Qliil'.kJLBJ;;N£!1- M'LQ .I.£1£: ~9..k.1~1 11QNQ ·· 

A second aspect of the proposed bo.ndinq model focuses on the 

hypothesis that fear of sanctions ISANCTiom will be 

positiv,ely related to commitment to conventional 

institutions (COMTOTAL} and attachments to significant 

others (ATTI'OTAL). These relationships tend to be supported 

by the data. However, as seen in Table 3, the correlations 

are relatively weak. .For instance, the correlation betwe,en 

fear of sanctions and total commitment (.27), commitment to 

school (.24), and commitment to the church f.18) are 

positive but weak. Tbe associations between the deterrence 

effect and total attachments (.13), attachment to church 

fello~s (.14}# attachment to peers {.02), attachment to 

teachers f.17), and attachment to parents (.10) are even 

weaker, but still iu the hypothesized direction. 

No relationships were hypothesized betueen fear of 

sanctions and the bondinq elements of conventional beliefs 

(BELIEFS} and involvement in conventional activities 

(INVTOTAL). However. it should be noted that a positive 

correlation is found between fear of sanctions and 

conventional beliefs (.22). In contrast, the deterrence 

ef feet is inversel v related to total involvement (-.01), and 

to the sub-scales of involvement in school-related 

activities {INVSCHOL) (-. 03) and in co:n ventional community-
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related activities (IN VCOfiTY) {-. 01). Whereas these 

coefficients may be interpreted as beinq weak to 

nonexistent, the neqative siqn indicates that as involvement 

in conventional activi·ties increases, interpretations of 

punishments as certain and severe tend to decrease. Aqain, 

while no relationship between fear of sanctions and 

involvement was hypothesized in the proposed model, it 

should be noted that this particular findinq is contrary to 

a qeneral bondinq model. 

overall, the hypothesized relationships between the fear 

of sanctions, commitment to conventional ~nstitutions, and 

attachment to siqnificant others are supported .by the 

findinqs. Both commitment and attachment ~ere found tc varv 

positively with fear of sanctions. The bondinq eleme.nt of 

belief also was found to vary positively with fear of 

sanctions. 

I!i~ JQ~l_A~ · ~QNQ• D.~llU\Ji~J:1.!;.], A.!'lll Q_£1~1-NQQ~M.~X· 

It was proposed earlier that attachment to significant 

others, commitment to conventional institutions, be.lie.f in 

conventional values, involvement in conventional activities., 

and fear of sanctions all would be inversely related to 

participation in delinquent acti vitv. The zero-order 

correlations presented in TablE 3 provide nearly blanket 
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support for this third qeneral proposition. With three 

exceptions, all of the bondinq variables and the deterrence 

variable are inversely related to the five delinquency 

scales .. 

The exceptions concern the variable of attachment tc 

peers (ATTPEERS) in association with the total delinquency 

scale f.05), the druq possession scale f.03), and the 

indicator of iuvenile misbehavior (.13). These findinqs 

tend to suqqest that attachment to peers is positively 

correlated with participation in these delinquent behaviors, 

a findinq in contra die tion of the traditional bonding model 

yet supportive of the more widely accepted position that the 

conventionality of pe-ers is important in determininq 

participation in delinquency. 

As mentionedr all other associations are inverse and the 

strenqth of the coefficients vary qreatlv from indicatcr tc 

indicator.. The weakest associations are found ·with 

invo.lvement in school activities (INVSCHOL) ... In contrast, 

the str:onqest relationships 1o1i th the delinquency indicators 

are found with parental supervision (.PAHSUPEB), attachment 

to teachers (ATTTEACH), commitment to the school (COMSCBOL), 

and especially with conventional beliefs (BELIEFS). 
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J2~1lllQ!IJrnc::x !£!!2" IJJ~ fQlJY.t;.tUI1Q!Ll!~l'.IX" Qf ... ~JJilllE!~A.ll! .QI.tl.~j,i2 

A fourth qeneral proposition derived from the proposed 

bondinq model is that the conventionality of significant 

others, particularly c-0nventional peers and Parents, is 

inversely related to participation in delinquent behavior. 

The correlation coefficients presented in ~able 3 show 

moderate inv·arse relationships between all five delinq uenc v 

scales and the indicators of conventional others in general 

{SIGTOTAL) and the conventionalitv of Peers ISIGPEERS). The 

relationships betveen the delinquencv indicators and the 

conventionality of parents (SIGPAREN) are somewhat weaker, 

but also are inverse, as predicted in the model. In 

addition, the thi::ee scales indicatinq the conventionality of 

siqnif icant othei::s are positively correlated with all of the 

bond indicators. 

!lli.~ R ~~s IQ.!! · QI 11~:1-!JiQJJ E.£!£~ · .Qli ···· l~t!J2!~::~~Qi~ ·· Q!··· ~JI~ - J2Q!J2 

Thus .far the discussion primarily has been concerned with 

the strenqth and direction of the relationships amonq many 

of the maior indicators. It has been established that 

delinquency is inverse.lv related to nearlv all of the 

indicators of the social bond and that all of the bond 

indicators are positively correlated with each other:. The 

present task now is to examine the extent to which 
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indicators of the proposed bondi.nq mode.1 can be utilized tc 

explain participation in delinquent behavior. To this end, 

several reqression techniques al:'e ernploved .. 

The f indiuqs will be reported b v the dependent var iab.les 

and each section will contain an examination of the 

reqression of the delinque nc v variables o.n .both th·e ma ior 

scales and the sub-scaies. As vas indicated by many of the 

correlations presented in Table 3. the sub-scales are often 

stronqer predictors at the zero-order level than are the 

larqer composite scales. A separate treatment of the sub-

scales will be presented for this reason. 

The regression of delinquency on maior bond scales is 

presented in Table 4. In addition to the standardized (beta) 

and unstandardized fb) reqression coefficients# information 

is provided for each scale on the coefficient of 

determination Cr~2). The same information is provided for 

the reqression of deli11quency on the sub-scale,s as prBsented 

in Tab.le 5. 

~~£I£~§·~12n .Qf 12ta!·· ]gJ.ing:Y.~JJc.Y 

The reqression of the total delinarrencies on the maior bona 

scales shows that the rnod€1 explains nearl v 35% of the 

variation in qenecal delinquency (DELTOTAL). An examination 

of th·e standardized and u:nstandardized reqression 
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coefficients presented in Table 4 :ceveals that the greatest 

contribution is made bv the variables of commitment to 

conventional institutions ~OMTOTAL}, belief in conventional 

values (BELIEFS), and the conventionality of significant 

others (SIGTOTIL). 

A substantial increase in the amount of explained 

variation of qeneral delinquency CR~2 = .423) occurs when 

the sub-scales are utilized rather than the composite 

scales. As shown in 'Iable 5, tlle qreatest contribution to 

the explained variation is made by the three variables of 

belief in conventional values ffiELIEFSl, conventionality of 

peers (SIGPEEBS), and attachment to peers lATTPEEllS). 

Whereas these three appear to be the most important of the 

independent variables, rna:n v of the other bondinq va.:ciables 

also are important in the overall explained variation. 

Exceptions are the variables of fear of sanctions 

(SANCTION). commitment to the church CCOMCBRCH), and 

attachment to church fellows (ATTCBBCH). 

Xhg Egg,t:eg§kQ!! Ql ·· gJ;.QE~~:t,Y ~f.i.!!1~§ 

The reqression of the propertv crim·es on the ma ior bond 

scales shows that the model cexplains 26% of the variation in 

property crimes (PROPERTY) , as shown in Table 4. The values 

of the beta weiqhts indicate the most important 
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TABLE 4 

Reqression Of Delinquency on Maior Bond Scales 

I A c B s s 
N T 0 E A .I 
v T M L N G 
T T T I c 1' 
0 0 0 E ~T 0 
T T T: F I T 
l\ A A s 0 A 
L L L N L 

DEL'£0TAL 
fi-,,2 = .347 
beta -.009 -. 008 -.145** -.342** -.027 - .. 217** 

b -.200 -. 323 -. 385 -.523 - .. 176 -. 475 
r-.2 .04 0 .. 104 .. 148 .272 .031 .226 

PROPEif:rY 
R-..2 = .261 
beta .. 005 -. 050 -. 02 8 -.359** -.039 -.153** 

b -.146 ·-. 280 - .. 268 - .. 478 -,. 151 -,.391 
r-.2 .021 .078 .072 .. 228 .023 .153 

VIOLENCE 
R-..2 = .. 212 
beta -.043 -~ 081 • 037 -. 284** -. 031 -.186** 

b -.172 -.268 - .. 210 -. 413 -. 117 -. 377 
r.,2 .. 030 .072 .. 011.4 .169 ·• 013 .142 

DRUGPOSS 
R-.2 = .156 
beta -.032 • 029 -. l72** - .. 182** .. 025 -,. 157** 

b -.16.8 -. 207 -. 295 -.320 -. 082 -.318 
c-.2 .. 028 .. 043 .. 087 .. 103 • 006 .• 101 

JUVENILE 
R--.2 = .. 236 
beta • 011 .. 042 - .. 220** - .. 216** -.038 -.193** 

.b -.150 - .. 250 ·-.. 372 - .. 390 -.174 - .. 389 
r-.2 .022 .063 .. 1-38 .150 .030 .151 

* p < .05 ** p < - 01 
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TABLE 5 

Req.cession of Deli nq uencv on Bondinq Sub-Scales 

I I A A A A 
N N T T T ".r 
v v T T T T 
s c p fl T c 
c 0 l\. E E H 
H r·1 R E A R 
0 T E R c c 
L y N s H H 

DELTOTAl 
R--.2 - .. 423 
beta .069 -. 088* -. 104* ,.244** -.106* .. 013 

b -.013 - .. 195 -.329 • 073 -.351 -. 184 
r-.2 .oo 1 .038 .108 .005 .. 124 .034 

PROPERTY 
Ih2 = .. 285 
beta .056 -.041 -- 101 * • 090* -. 088 • 075 

b - .. 002 -. 138 -. 267 -.029 -.278 - .. 111 
r-.2 .ooo ,,.o 19 .. 071 ,. 001 • 077 ,. 0 12 

VIOLENCE 
R-.2 = .254 
beta .034 -. 085* -.103* .081 -.142** .120* 

b ·-. 02 l -,. 178 -. 21+ 7 - ... 038 -.289 -.082 
r-.2 .ooo .. 032 .061 .001 "'083 .007 

DRUG POSS 
R-.2 = .. 200 
beta • 048 -. 088* -. 002 .188** -. 052 -.090 

b -.o 18 -. 180 - .. 186 • 055 - .. 230 -.195 
r..,2 .000 .0.32 .034 • 003 .052 ,.038 

JUVENILE 
R-,2 = .354 
beta .. 076 -. 078 - .. 092* .335** -.091* -. 050 

b .003 -.151 -. 288 • 17.3 - .. 304 -. 181 
r-.2 .ooo .023 .083 .. 030 .. 092 .. 033 

* p < .. 05 ** p < .. 01 
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TABLE 5 Cc on tin ued) 

c c s s B s 
0 0 I I E A 
M r-1 G G L N 
c s p p I c 
H .r- A E E T ... 
R H R E p I 
c 0 E tl s 0 
H L N s N 

DELTOTAL 
beta -.034 -. 083 -. 066 -.223** -. 301** -. 021 

.b -.281 - .. 343 - .. 291 -.457 -. 520 -- 176 
r-.2 .079 • ·1 rn .084 .210 .27] .031 

PROPERTY 
beta - .. 061 • 008 -. 06!) -.131** -.328** - .. 036 

b -.221 -.226 - .. 259 - .. 373 -.473 - .. 151 
r-.2 .. 049 .051 "'06 7 "'139 .. 224 .023 

VIOLENCE 
beta -.103* • 095* - .. 080 -.140** -.253** - • 027 

b - .. 217 -.151 -.248 - .. .355 -. 415 -. 116 
r-.2 .OJJ7 .. 023 .. 061 .126 .172 .013 

DRUG POSS 
.beta -.020 - . 110* -.030 --195** -,. 151** .. 034 

b -.226 - .. 257 '-.171 -.313 -. 318 - .. 081 
r-..2 .051 .o 66 .029 .. 100 .101 .007 

JU VEN.ILE 
beta .007 - .. 15 l** - .. 032 -.235** -.176** - .. 030 

b - .. 240 -.349 -.218 - .. 31'1 -. 390 - .. 174 
r-.2 .057 .. 121 .047 .142 .. 152 .030 

* p < • 05 ** p < .. 01 
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contributions are made by the varia.b1es of conventional 

beliefs {BELIEFS) and the conventionality of significant 

others ISIGTOTAL). 

As shown in Table 5* only a sliqht increase in the 

explained variation in property crimes occurs when the suh-

scales are employed in the analysis {R,2 = .285). In 

addition to the variables of conventional beliefs {BELIEFS) 

and the conventionality of peers (SIGPEEBS)* siqnificant 

contributions to the overall explained variation are made by 

attachment to parents (ATTPAREN} and attachment to peers 

(ATTPEERS). The variables of f.ear of sanctions (SANCTION) * 

commitment (COMCBBCH and COHSCHOL) * attachment to church 

fellows fATTCHRCH) * attachment to teachers flTTTEAcm and 

community involvement (INVCOMTY) appear to he less important 

in the ove.ra 1.1 explanation of propect v crimes* and the 

variable of involvement in school-related activities 

(INVSCBOL) is the least important. 

Ihg J3.~.9&~2~i,gg Qt Jj._gJ,~11c~ 

The reqression of violent delinquency (VIOLENCE) on the 

maior bond scales shows the model to explain 213 of the 

variation in violsnt delinquency (see Table 4). As was the 

case ~ith property related offenses* the most important 

contributions are made by the variables of conventional 
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beliefs {BELIEFS) and the conventiouality of significant 

others (SIGTOTAL). 

A·n increase in the amount of explained variatio.n resul·ts 

when the sub-scales a:re analyzed (Il-.2 = .254). The 

standardized reqression coefficients presented in Table 5 

show the <rreatest contribution to the -explana·tion of violent 

delinque.ncv is made bv the variables o.·f conventional .beliefs 

(BELIEFS), attachment to teachers {ITTTEACH), 

conventionalitv of pe-ers (S.IGPEERS), attachmeut to church 

.fellows ll\TTCHRCH) , at tac.hment ·to parents UT'rPAREN) , 

commitme.nt to the church (COMCHHCH) , commitment to the 

school .fCOMSCHOL), and communi·tv invo1vment (INVCOl'lTY). The 

commitment variables (COBSCHOL and COMCHBCE), attachment to 

pare.n·ts {AT:TPABEN), attac.hment to the church f:ATTC.HRCH), and 

community involvement fINVCOMTY) are of lesser i.mport.ance, 

while involvement in the school CINVSCHDL) and fear of 

sanctions (SANCTION) a ppea.r ·to be the least important in 

expla.ininq partici pa·tio:n in violent delinquency .. 

. l!t~ .. ~~~J~,gi~JJ·· Q"t··· ll..-.I.Y£1 ... f~~g~§~i.Qll "' 

The reqression of druq possession CDRUGPO.SS) on the maior 

bond scales shows the model to explain onlv 15% of the 

variation in this form of delinquencv fsee Ta.ble 4). With 

both the standardized and unstandardized re.qression 
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coef£icients, the variables of conventional beliefs 

(BELIEFS). commitment ~OnTOTAL) 1 and the conventionality of 

siqnificant others (SIGTOTAL) are of qreatest importance in 

predictinq druq possession. 

The amount of explained variation increases when the sut-

scales are employed in the analysis lR~2 = .20). An 

examination of the beta weiqhts presented in Table 5 

indicates the qrea test contribution to an unde:r:standinq of 

druq possession would involve the variables of the 

conventionality of peers {SIGPEE.RS),, attachment to peers 

;(ATTPEERS),, conve.ntional .beliefs {BELIEFS), commitment to 

the school (COMSCHOL),, attachment to fellow church members 

IATTCHRCH), and conventional community involvement 

(INVCOMTY). a further examination of the unstandardized 

reqression coefficients and the coefficients of 

determination reveals other important variables, although to 

a lesser extent, are attachment to teachers (ATTTEACH), 

commitment to the church (COMCBRCHl. attachment to parents 

(ATTPAREN),, and the conventionality 0£ parents (SIGPAREN). 

The variables of fear of sanctions {SANCTION) and 

involvement in school-related activities (INVSCBOL) are the 

least important in accountinq for the possession of drugs. 
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~J.rn 1,i~gJ;_g§§bQl! ··Qt: ;!.Y..Y~.Uil~ ~i§J.fg!!~YiQJ;:-

As presented in Table 4. the reqression of iuvenile 

rnisbeha vior on the ma; or bond scales shows the model to 

explain almost 2!tt; of the variation in iuvenile misbehavior 

(JUVENILE) led by the three variables of conventional belief 

(BELIEFS). commitment ~OMTOTlL), and the conventionality of 

siqnificant others fSIGTOTAL}. A substantial increase in 

the amount of explained variation occurs when the sub-scaies 

are utilized in the analysis of iuven~le misbehavior {E~2 = 
.354) .. A.n examination of the beta weiqhts presented in Table 

5 indicates that the qreatest contributions are made by the 

variables of attachment to peers fATTPEEBS). the 

conventionality of peers (SIGPEERSl. conventional beliefs 

(BELIEFS}, commitment to school CCOMSCHOL), attachment to 

parents (ATTPABEN), and attachment to teachers {ATTTEACH). 

The variables of attachment to church fello5s (ATTCHRCB). 

commitment to the church {COMCHHCH). the conventionality of 

parents (SIGPAREN). and the £ear of sanctions (SANCTION) are 

less important in the explanation of iuvenile misbehavior • 

. ~Y.!..!!L~£.Y · &f-l:.h~ Ji~~r~~.i~rn ··· All~l-Y~J~·-· 

Several qeneral statements reqardinq t.he predictive utility 

of the proposed bondinq model ma v now be made based on th,e 

findinqs from the reqcession analvses discussed in the 
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precedinq sections. FiLst, the model explains qreater 

amounts of variation in the dependent vai:iables when the 

independent variables are broken down into their respective 

sub-scales'"' This reflects to some extent that the actual 

relationships ace inco nsis·t-ant amonq varvinq dimensions of 

composite indicators.. For instance, as shown in Table 5, 

attachment to peers CA'ITPEERS) is positively correlated with 

total delinquencv (DEL'IOTAL), druq possession (DRUGPOSS), 

and iuvenile misbehavior (JUVENILE), whereas all other 

attachment scales !ATTPABEN, ATTCHRCH, AT~1EACB) are 

inverselv correlated with these dependent variables. 

A second qenecal findinq is that reqardless of the use of 

the maior scales or the sub-scales, the variable of fear of 

sanctions is consistently the ·weakest predictor of 

deli.nqu.:ency involvement.. 'Ihe variables of involvement in 

school-related activities and commitment to the chui:ch are 

equally weak when considerinq onlv the sub-scales. In 

contrast, the variable of conventional beliefs is 

consistently the stronqest predictor of the dependent 

variables. Conventionality of peers is the second most 

important predictor when the sub-scales are taken into 

consideratio.n. As indicated by t.he summary presented in 

Table 6, all other: ind·ependent variables tend to vary in 

importance accocdinq tn the dependent variable under 

consider at.ion. 
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TABLE 6 

Summary Of Standardized Beqcession Coefficients 

D p v D J 
.E R I B u 
L 0 0 u v 
'I' p L G E 
0 E E p N 
T T.) N 0 I 4"' 

A T c s L 
L y E s E 

INV SCHOL .. 069 ,.056 .-034 .. 048 • 0 76 
INVCOMTY -.088* - .. 041 -.085* -.088* - .. 078 
ATTPAREN -,.. 104* -.101* -. 103* - .. 002 -. 0 92* 
ATTTEACH -. 106* - '"'08 8 -.142** -.052 -.091* 
ATTPEEBS .244** .. 090* • 081 .. 188** .. 335** 
ATTCH.RCH .013 .. 075 .. 120* - .. 090 - .. 050 
COMSCHOL - .. 083 .008 .095* -.110* -.151** 
COr-lCHRCH - .. 034 -.061 - .. 103* -.020 .. 007 
BELIEFS - .. 301** - .328** -.253** -.151** - .. 176** 
SANCTION -.021 -.036 - .. 027 .. 034 -. 030 
SIGPEERS -.223** - .131 ** - .. 140** - .. 195** - .. 235** 
SIGPAREN -.066 -,,.056 -.080 -.030 -.032 

* p < .. 05 
** p < .01 
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In qeneral, conventional beliefs and the conventionality 

of peers are important predictors with reqard to all of the 

delinquency indexes. Attachment to peers is an important 

predictor of all of the delinquencies except iuvenile 

violence and attachment to parents is stronqly related to 

all of t.he delinquencies except uruq possession.. Attac.hmen t 

to teachers is important with reqard to total delinquency, 

violent behavioi:, and iuvenile misbehavior. AttachBent to 

fellow c.hurch membe.i:s is an important predictor of druq 

possession. The importance of the conventio.nali ty of parents 

is qreatest with reqard to the vaz:iable of iuvenile 

violence. Commitment to the school is an important predictor 

when considerinq violence, druq possession, and ;uvenile 

misbehavior. Commitment to the church is important with 

reqard to violence. Conventional community involvement is 

important with re qard to the total aeLinquency, dr uq 

possession, and i uvenile violence. The importance of 

in volveme.nt i.n school-.r::el.ated activities is qreatest when 

considerinq total delinquency and iuvenile misbehavior. 

Fear of sanctions does not appear as an important predictor 

of any of the dependent variables. 

In terms of the overall explained variation (see Tables 4 

and 5), the proposed bondinq model is a fairly qood 

predictor of the delinquent behaviors included in the study. 
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Its utili t v is q r:ea test when a pp lied to delinquency in 

qeneral and to those behaviors classified as iuvenile 

misbehavior. It is also a qood predictor of pcoperty-

re1ated de.linquencv and iuvenil:e violence, but to a lesser 

extent. The model •s weakest application would .be as an 

explanation of the possession of druqs. 

~~x, D.likJllQQf;E~x, ltlild. l.fi~ .:?Qf;l!.L ~QHD·· 

A fifth qeneral proposition de.r-i ved from the proposed model 

is that females will experience qr.eater le·vels of affective 

attachments, conventional commitments, conventional 

involvements, and conventional .beliefs than will males; 

thus, females will b·e less involved in delinquent behavior 

than males. As seen in Table 7¥ the mean score for fenales 

is qreater than :for males on all indicator:s of the bond and 

is 101r1er than that of niales on all indicators of 

delinquency. The strenqth of these relationships is 

indicated by the zero-order corce1ations reta) betwee:n sex 

and the various scaled variables. 

The variable of sex is coded in such a wav that an 

inverse correlation would be interpreted as showing males to 

have hiqher scores than females on the variable in question. 

The findinqs presented in Table 7 support the proposition 

that females experience qreater conventional bondinq than 
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TABLE 7 

Mean Scon~s On Ma;or Variables By Sex 

SEX 

mal«~s £emales F eta 

INVTOTAL 6 .. 384 7.944 ** .22** 
INVSCHOL 2.336 2,. 665 * .. 09* 
INVCOMTY 2.581 3.422 ** .. 18** 
ATTPliREN 16. 34 0 17 .. 221 * .08* 
PARSUPER 3~ 732 4 .. 535 ** .. 27** 
PABNTALK 1o.56 8 10 .. 723 .02 
AT~l'TEACH 6 .. !388 7 .. 398 ** .. 12** 
ATTPEEBS 6.587 7.731 ** .20** 
ATTCH.RCH 3.140 3 .. 301 .04 
ATTTOTA.1 33 .. 464 36.038 ** .15** 
COMSCROL 12.209 13.374 ** .18** 
COMCHRCH 3 .. 65-4 4.303 ** .19** 
COM.TOTAL 16. 234 17 .. 864 ** .20** 
BELIEFS 11.726 13.061 ** .20** 
SANCTION 5.458 5. 960 ** • 13** 
SIG PEERS 13. 561 15 .. 211 ** .21 ** 
SI GPA.REN 5.456 5.643 ** .10** 
SIGTDTAL 19.000 20 .. 841 ** .22** 
DELTOTAL 11 .. 162 6.702 ** - .. 31 ** 
Pf.WPERTY .3 .. 394 1.052 ** - .. 38** 
VIOLENCE 1. 375 .507 ** -.36** 
DRUG POSS 1. 054 • .634 ** -.14** 
JUVENTLE 5.233 4.370 ** -. 14** 

* p < • 05 
** p < • 01 
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'I.ABLE 8 

Reqression On Maior Bond Scales iith Sex 

I 
N 
v 
T 
0 
'.l' 
A 
L 

DE.LTOTA.L 
R-.2 = .378 
:beta .016 

PROPERTY 
R-.2 = • 3.38 

A c 
T 0 
T M 
'I .T 
0 0 
T T 
A A 
L L 

- .. 020 -.126** 

beta "'043 - .. 072 -.000 

VIOLENCE 
R-.2 = • 290 
beta -.002 -.092* .061 

DRUGPOSS 

B s s 
E A .I 
L N G s 
I c m 

• .l,. E 
E T 0 x 
F I T 
s 0 A 

N L 

-.336** -.010 - ... 190** -.183** 

-.349** -.013 -.112* -.291** 

-.274** -.003 -.140** -.293** 

R-.2 = .158 
beta -.026 .027 -.168** -.180** .029 -.151** -.044 

.JUVENILE 
.R-.2 = .. 236 
beta .013 .040 -.218** -.215** -.036 -.-190** -.018 

* p < - 05 ** p < • 01 
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males and participate in delinquent behavior to a lesser 

extent than do males.. .In ocder to assess whether these sex 

differences in delinquency participation a.re due to t.he 

effects of the bond, a reqression analvsis vas performed on 

the ma ;or bo:nd scales and included the va l:'iable of se.x. The 

standardized reqression coefficients from this analysis are 

presented in Table a. Some sex differences in qeneral 

delinquency, property related offenses, and violent 

delinquency are accounted for by the bond. Ho~ever, the 

addition of the variable of sex to these three equations 

resulted in an increased explained variation (B..,.2) for each 

delinquent behavior, thus indicatinq the existence of sex 

differences apart from the social bond for these categori'.es 

of delinquency. In contrast, siqnificant differences in the 

bond bv sex are not found ~hen examininq possession of druqs 

and iuvenile misbehavior, and the introduction of the 

variable of sex does not increase the amount of explained 

variation. The differences bv sex for these two types of 

delinquent behavior, therefore, appear to be accounted for 

bv elements of the social bond .. 
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k.Q£~!1,I I.X I J.2.~1!HQJ!~!£X- Al'!Il 'J:.J-1£; ... ~Q~iA& . R2.liQ . 

The sixth qeneral proposition drawn from the proposed 

bondiuq model is that respondents with a r-ural backqround 

will experience hiqher levels of conventional beliefs than 

respondents vith an urban backqround: thus 1 rural 

respondents will be less involved in delin-auent behavior 

than urban respondents. Whereas no hypotheses were advanced 

with reqard to locality and other elements of the bond 1 the 

proposed (and demonstrated) positive association amonq the 

bondinq elements allows for the inference that rural 

respondents also will experience hiqher levels of the other 

bondinq elements than will urban respondents. 

As these relationships are examined, it is useful to 

delineate several difficulties encountered in establishing a 

distinction between urban and rural respondents. The first 

problem specifically relates to the assiqnroent of 

respondents to a cateqorv of localitv. Locality was 

assessed by three questions :r:el.atinq to the size of the 

place where the respondent lived most of his/her life 

{1,12), the place wheres/he lives now C1.13) 1 and the 

number of vears spent at the current locality (1,14). 

The locality at the time of questionnaire administratio~ 

does not allow for the assessment of rural-urban .miqra tion 

of the respondent's family. In fact. 76.2% of the urban 
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sample report havinq lived in Richmond for more than 5 years 

{62.73 report more than 10 vears in residence). 0£ the rural 

sample, 8.3.1'% report havinq lived in their present location 

for more than five vears and 67.93 report more than 10 years 

in residence. Furthermore, there is no wa v to assess the 

size of the community where these ~espondents lived prior to 

the date of data collection. 

The question assessinq the size of the place where the 

respondent lived mos·t of his/her li£e assumes the 

respondent •s knowledqe of the population of the particular 

community. Unfortunately, such knowledae was not available 

to many of the respondents. Arnonq those suhiects who 

responded as havinq lived "all mv lifeu in one of the rural 

locations in FranKlin County, 17.73 report havinq spent most 

of their life in a community with a population size over 

10. 000. Similarly¥ amonq those subiects who responded as 

ha v inq lived "all roy life" in the cit v o.t Fichmond, 25. 3% 

report havinq lived most of their life in a Place with a 

population less than SD,000. 

As both measures of locality mav be questioned with 

reqard to the shortcominqs discussed, both will be presented 

in the analysis without preference for either. The mean 

scores on the scaled variables by the size of the community 

where most of the respondent's life was spent are presented 
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in Table 9. The mean scores on the scaled variables by the 

locality of the respondent at the time of questionnaire 

administration are presented in Table 10. A brief 

examination of these two tables reveals that the direction 

of the relationships in terms of community size tends to be 

the same .ceqardless of the measure of locality emplovea. 

The hypothesized re la ti on ship betw,een conventional 

beliefs and residence is supported on both measures of 

locality. Rural respondents have hiqher levels of 

conventional beliefs than urban respondents. However, the 

hypothesized relationships between locality and delinquency 

tends not to be fully supportea and the findinqs vary 

accordinq to the measure of locality employed .. When 

considerinq the size of the communitv where the majority of 

the respondent's life was spent (Table 9). urban respondents 

display qrea ter participa tio·n in all of the delinquencies 

than do rural subiects with the exception of druq 

possession. When considerinq the location at the time cf 

questionnaire administration (Table 10). urban subjects shew 

hiqher participation tban rural respondents only with reqard 

to property-related offenses and Phvsical violence; rural 

respondents show siqnificantly hiqher levels of druq 

possession and juvenile misbehavior, and sliqhtlv larqer 

scores on qeneral delinquency. 
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TABLE 9 

Mean Scores By Size Of Community 

SIZE OF COMMUNITY WBEBE MAJORITY OF LIFE ~AS SPEN1 

INVTOTA.L 
INVSCHOL 
INVCDMTY 
ATTPAREN 
PARSUPER 
PARNTALK 
ATTTEACH 
ATTPEE.RS 
.ATTCHRCH 
ATTTOTAL 
COt'lSCHOL 
COt1CHBCH 
COMTOTl\L 
BEL.IEFS 
SANCTION 
SIGPEEBS 
STGPAREN 
SIGTOTAL 
DELTOTAL 
PROPERTY 
V.IOLENC.E 
DRUG POSS 
JUVENILE 

100k 
plus 

6.692 
2.372 
2.647 

16 .. 840 
3. 828 

11. 098 
7.098 
6.634 
3.255 

34. 053 
13 .. 492 
4. 081 

18 .. 071 
11. 839 
6.016 

14. 4'69 
5 .. 692 

20 .. 116 
9 .. 135 
2.732 
1. 043 

.. 583 
4 .. 643 

* p < .. 05 ** p < • 01 

50000 10000 2500 
to to to 

99999 49999 9999 

7.000 
2 .. 738 
2 .. 306 

15,. 975 
3 .. 927 
9 .. 976 
6.625 
6.150 
2. 310 

31. 071 
13. 195 

3 .. 758 
17 .. 586 
12.243 

5.833 
14 .. 081 
5.737 

19.811 
a .. 353 
1.500 
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'.IABLE 10 

Hean Scores By Locality 

I.OCALITY 

Richmond Franklin County 
{urban) (rural) F eta 

INVTOTAL 7.139 7.294 • 02 
INVSCHOL 2 .. 511 2.517 .-00 
IN'VCOMTY 2 .• 820 3.154 • 07* 
A'I'TPABEN 17 .. 271 16. 580 -. 07* 
PABSUPER 3 .. 886 4.321 ** • 14** 
PAHNTALK 11.370 10. 222 ** -.14** 
ATTTEACH 7.145 7.026 - .. 02 
AT'rPEERS 6 .. 714 7 .• 496 ** ... 13** 
ATTCHRCH 3.306 3.191 - .. OJ 
ATTTOTAl 34.? 07 35.061 .. 02 
COMSCHO.L 13.970 12 .. 149 ** - .. 27** 
COMCHRCH 4.230 3.912 * -.09* 
COMTOTA.L 18.625 16 .. 366 ** -. 21** 
BELIEFS 12 .. 064 12 .. 655 * .09* 
SANCTION 6.040 5 .. 565 ** -. 12** 
SIGPEEBS 15 .. 008 14 .. 146 ** - • 11 ** 
SIG11ABEN 5.679 5.487 ** - ... 10** 
SI GT OT AL 20.659 19 .. 629 ** - ;9 12** 
DELTOTAL 8.139 8.938 • 05 
PROPERTY 2 .. 178 2. 045 -. 02 
V.IOLENCE .934 .. 811 - .. 02 
DRUG POSS .596 .. 934 ** .. 11** 
JUVEN~ILE 4.350 4 .. 960 * .. 09** 

* p < • 05 

** p < • 01 
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No clear relationships emerqe with reqard to .locality and 

the othe£ bondinq variables. In qeneral, reqardless of the 

measure of locality, r-ural respondents tend to experience 

hiqher levels on all involvement indicators, par:ental 

supervision, and attachment to peers. In contrast, urban 

respondents display hiqher levels on attachment to parents, 

parental communication, attachment to teachers, a·ttachment 

to church fellows, all indicators of conventionality of 

siqnificant others, and on fear of sanctioDs. 

A second problem in establishinq a distinction between 

rural and urban respondents is the findinq that 91% of the 

urban sample is black and 84% of the rural sample is white,. 

Thus it is possible that anv relationships between locality 

and the scaled variables mav be either con£ounded or 

suppressed by the variable of race. An examination of the 

mean scores on the scaled variables bv race fTable 11) lenas 

par:tial support for an interaction effect as '1hites tend to 

score hiqher on several of the bondinq variable.a previousl'V 

associated with rui:al residence: co.mmunitv involvement, 

parental supervision, attachment to peers, and conventional 

belie£s. However, the same data show that blacks experiencE 

hiqher: level.s on measures of total involvement and school 

involvement than whites, and these were more characteristic 

of rural respondents in the prior analvsis. Furthermore, 
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whites score hiqher on all delinquenci€s than blacks, a 

trend not consistent with the rural-urban distinction if 

race were interveninq into the relationship. Yet the 

stronqest correlations between race and delinquency are with 

total delinquency, druq possession, and iuvenile 

misbehavior. These trends are consistent with the rural-

orban distinction in the prior analvsis. 

Usinq the locality at the time of questionnaire 

adminis·tration, a breakdowu of the mean scores on the scaled 

variables and race by locality is presented in Table 12. 

The hypothesized relationship between conventional belief 

and locality remains the same reqardless of race. Similarly, 

the relationships between loca.litv and involvement, parental 

supervision, attachment to church fellows, and the 

commitment variables basically remain the same reqardless of 

race. In contrast, the relationships between locality and 

attachment to parents, parental communication, attachment to 

teachez:-s, attachment to peers, the conventionality of 

significant others and fear of sanctions are altered when 

contr:ollinq for race, indicatinq that the variable of race 

intervenes into many of the relationships between 1ocality 

and the social bond. 
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TABLE 11 

Mean Scores On Ma ior variables BY Race 

HACE 

white black .F eta 

INVTOTAL 7 .. 146 7 .. 372 .0.3 
INVSCHOL 2 .. 429 2.619 .. 05 
INVCOMTY 3.110 2. 942 - .. 04 
ATTPAREN 16.442 17.340 * .. 08** 
PARSUPER 4 .. 276 4 .. 012 * -.09** 
PARNTALK 10.115 11.327 ** .. 15** 
ATTTEACH 6 .. 857 7.337 * • 08* 
ATTPEEES 7.731 6 .. 533 ** -. 21** 
ATTCHECH 3 .. 207 3.264 ,. 01 
ATTTOTAI. 35.022 34. 828 -. 01 
COMSCEOL 11.929 13.979 ** • 31** 
COr1CffRCH 3.909 4 .. 174 • 08* 
CO MT OT AL 16.197 18 .. 413 ** .. 28** 
BELIEFS 12.600 12. 231 -. 05 
SANCTTON 5.386 6.195 ** • 21** 
SIGPEERS 14.060 14.958 ** • 11** 
SI GPA.REN 5.495 5. 637 * • 08* 
SIGTOTA.L 19.550 20.571 ** .. 12** 
DELTOTAL 9.428 7 .. 592 ** -. 12** 
PROPERTY 2.162 1. 993 - .. 03 
VIOLENCE .931 .• 856 - .. 03 
DRUG POSS .. 987 .. 584 ** -. 14** 
JUVENILE 5.231 4.080 ** -. 18** 

* p < • 05 
** p < .. 01 
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TABLE 12 

Mean Scores By Locality BY Race 

LOCALITY O.F LOCALITY OF 
WHITES BLACKS 

urban rural F eta urban rural F eta 

INV'TOTAL s. 583 7.247 * • 11 * 7.31:6 7~534 • 03 
INV SCHOL 1.923 2.464 • 07 2. 568 2. 7811 .05 
INVCOMTY 2.000 3. rn 1 * • 12** 2 .. 918 ),.. 013 • 02 
ATTPAHEN 15. 760 16. ii8 7 .. 03 17 .. 426 17.053 - .. OJ 
PA RSUPER 3.692 4 .. 31 b * • 10* 3 .. 911 4. 347 * .12* 
PARNTALK 10.077 10.118 .. 00 11. 504 10.747 -.08 
ATTTEACH 7.040 6 .. 84 7 -. 01 7.152 7.946 * .11* 
l\ T'rPEERS 7.333 7.756 • 03 6.639 6. 187 -.07 
ATTCHBCH 3.678 3. 18 1 - .. 06 3 .. 273 3 .. 238 -.01 
ATTTOTAL 33,,. 867 35.081 • 03 34 .. 778 34 .. 968 .01 
COl-lSCBOL 12.692 11. 87 7 -. 06 14 .. 114 13.533 -.08 
COMCH.RCH 4.312 3~888 -. 05 4. 223 J~. 032 -.05 
COMTOTAL n. ns 16. 14 8 -. 05 18.755 17 .. 413 ** -,. 17** 
BELIEFS 1L.800 12 .. 652 • 06 12.085 12.667 .. 08 
SANCTION 5.080 5,.,.406 • 04 6~134 6. 378 .OS 
SIGPEERS 13 .. 792 14. 07 7 .. 02 15.106 14.493 -.07 
SIG PAR EN 5 .. 480 5.496 • 00 5. 700 5 .. 440 ... - .. 13* .,.. 
SIGTOTAL 19.250 19.569 • 02 20.777 19.933 - .. 08 
DELTOTAL 9 .. 454 9.426 -. 00 8. 015 6. 458 -.10* 
PROPERTY 2.545 2 .. 139 -. 03 2.148 1. 575 -.09 
VIOLENCE 1.000 .. 927 - .. 01 .. 931 .648 -.10* 
D.RUGPOSS .. 565 1.014 • 06 .602 .. 534 -.03 
JUVENILE 5.227 5 .. 231 • 00 Ii .. 261 3 .. 575 -.11* 

* p < .05 
** p < .. 01 
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With reqard to the dependent variables, urban respondents 

score hiqher on indicators of propertv-related offenses and 

violent delinquency reqardless of race. The same distinctian 

by locality holds .for druq possession, iuvenile misbehavior, 

and the total delinquency amonq blacks but not amonq whites. 

The associations between iuvenile misbehavior and locality, 

and total delinquency and locality are almost nonexistent 

for whites; however, rural whites have hiqber scores on the 

druq possession index than do urban whites. Furthermore, 

with one exception, whites have hiqher levels of 

participation on all delinquency indexes than do blacks 

reqardless of locality. The one exception is that ur:ban 

blacks have hiqher participation in druq possession than 

urban whites. 

In summarizinq the relationships between locality, 

delinquency, and the social bond, it is fou-nd that the 

.hypothesized celationships r:eceive limited support.. Bura.l 

respondents experience hiqher levels of conventional belief, 

but also experience hiqher levels of most fbut not all) 

delinquencies than urban respondents. And, the non-

hypothesized inferences mentioned at the beqinninq of this 

section are not easily supported by the data.. For the most 

part, there are no consistent relationships between ct.her 

elements of the social hood and localitv, and many of the 
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existiuq relationships are confounded by the variable of 

race. Because predicted differences bv locality in the 

bonding elements and in delinquency did not appear, a 

further analysis of the effects of the bond by locality was 

not conducted. 

~!!llk!!JiX Qf. ·· .ru · FI1ll21-!~~ · 
T.his chapter has presented a discussion o.f the findinqs from 

a test of an empirically derived social bo11dinq model .. Six 

general propositions ~ere advanced and the data sup¢ort the 

model with few exceptions .. The exceptions are a weak hut 

positive correlation of attachment to peers with total 

delinquency, druq possession, and iuvenile misbehavior, a 

sliqht inverse relationship between fear of sanctions and 

the variables indicatinq conventional involvement, 

differences by sex in participation in qeneral delinquency, 

property offenses, and violence were not accounted for in 

full by the bond, and a tendency for rural respondents to 

experience hiqher levels of dcuq possession than urban 

respondents. With these exceptions, all other hypothesized 

relationships were supported and the relationships qenerallv 

tend to be moderate in stre.nqth. 



Chapter VI 

SUMMABY AND DISCUSSION 

The ob1ective of this research .has been to develop and test 

an empirical mode1 exp1aininq delinquent behavior based on 

the tenets of social bondinq theorv as oriqinally proposed 

by Travis Hirschi (1969), but incorporatinq innovations to 

the model which have been empiricallv demo.nstrated by 

subsequent reseai:ch. T.he basic model asserts that 

delinquency is inversely related to the affective ties of 

attachments, commitments to conformity, involvement in 

conventional activities, and conventional beliefs. The basic 

innovations are the addition of a deterrence component, the 

consideration of the influence of the variables of sex and 

locality, th,e perspective that the influence of attachments 

is mediated by the co11ventionalitv of the persons to whom 

one is attached, the perspective that attachments are with 

people and that commitments are ~ith institutions, and the 

addition of questions pertaininq to reliqiositv as 

indicators of commitment 6 involvement. and attachment. 

six qenera 1 propositions we re derived from the 

synthesized model and served as a quideline for tests of the 

model. The first proposition stated that attachments, 

132 
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commitme11ts. involvements, and conventional beliefs would 

vary positively with each other. Th,ese re.lationships were 

supported by the data althouqh the strength of the 

associa tior.s varied. The second proposition stated that fear 

of sanctions would he positively related to commitment and 

attachment. These relationships were supported by the 

.findinqs • .However, the relationship between involvement and 

the fear of sanctions was found to be inverse. While not one 

of the hypothesized relationships, this inverse association 

is anomalous in consideration of the positive correlation 

demonstrated between involvement and the other elements of 

the bond. A third proposition stated that the elements of 

attachment, conventional belief, involvement. commitment, 

and fear of sanctions ~ould be inversely related to 

participation in delinquency. These relationships were all 

supported. Similar.-ily, a fourth proposition stated that 

participation in delinquent activitv is inversely related to 

the co:nventionalitv of siqnificant oth-ers fpeers and parents 

specifically). This proposition also was supported by the 

findinqs. 

The variables of attachment, conventional .belief, 

involvement. commitment, fear of sanctions, and the 

conventionality 0£ siqnificant others were ioined toqether 

in an analysis of the predictive utilitv of the synthesized 
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moael which employed reqression techniques. The model was 

found to be a qood predictor of qeneral delinquency, 

iuvenile misbehavior, violent delinquency, and propertv-

related offenses. Its weakest application would be to the 

explanation of the possession cf druqs. The best overall 

predictor was found to be conventional beliefs. The 

conventionality of peers, and attachments to peers, parents, 

and teachers were o.f siqnifica nt, thouqh secondary, 

importance in explaininq participation in delinquent 

behavior. 

The fifth and the sixth propositions predicted 

relationships between delinquency, social bondinq, and the 

exoqenous variables of sex and locality in terms of 

rural/urban residence. The fifth proposition stated that 

females would experience qreater levels of a·ttachment, 

commitment, involvement, and conventional belief than males 

and would be less involved in delinquency than males. These 

relationships were supported by the data without exception, 

but differences by sex in participation in qeneral 

delinquency, property offenses, and violence ve:re not fully 

accounted for by the bond. The sixth proposition predicted 

snbiects from a rural backqround would experience qreater 

levels of conventional belief than respondents from an urban 

backq:round and would be less involved in delinquent behavior 
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than urban subiects. T.his fina 1 proposition received only 

partial suppo1:t. Rural re.spon dents displa ved greater levels 

of conventional belief, but had lower levels of delinquency 

participation only on measures of violent delinquency and 

prope.rty-.re1ated offenses. Rm:al respondents repo:cted hiq.hEr 

levels of drnq possession than urban respondents and were 

nearly equal with urban respondents on IDeasures of juvenile 

misbehavior and total delinquency. It is interesting to 

note that the sinqle delinquent behavior on Yhich rural 

respondents scored hiqher than urban subiects was that of 

druq possession .• And as demonstratec.1 b v th-e n:-qression 

analysis, the weakest application of the synthesized model 

is to the behavior: of druq possession. 

Ha vinq discussed the primary ob iect i ve and findings of 

this particular research proqram, it is important to discuss 

its relevance in terms of larqer theoretical issues. As 

stated, a multivariate analvsis of a social bondinq model 

which incorporated contemporary developments was conducted 

in orde.i: to test propositions ·which explained relationships 

in the empirical world. A.lthouqh the svnthesized model was 

successful in explaininq iuvenile delinauencv, it is far 

from beinq a totally abso1ute and accurate predictor of 

these behaviors. It is not unreasonable to suggest that an 

increased accurac v in pr-edicti on may resu1 t from the 
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combination of this bondinq model with other theoi:ies of 

delinquency which have been supported throuqh empirical 

tests. Numerous inteqrated models have been proposed in 

recent years which combine social bondinq theo.rv, or 

elements of it, toqether with both complementary and 

contrastinq theories in e£forts to better explain the 

phenomenon of iuvenile delinquencv {Conaer, 1976: Friday and 

Haqe, 1916: Cernkovich, 1978.b; A u1 tman and wel1ford, 1979: 

Elliott et al., 1979: Bales, 1982; Colvin and Pauly, 1983; 

Seqrave and Hastad, 1983; and Shoemaker. 1984). However, 

many of these inteqcated models of delinquency causation 

have vet to be tested in the empirical world and the 

specific linkaqes bet~een the theories will need to he 

demonstrated. 

Whereas the synthesized model presented here is not an 

attempt at theoretical inteqration, several elements of the 

model miqht be useful as linkaqes to other models. As an 

example, a maior point of contrast between social bonding 

theory and differential association theorv is that the 

latter hypothesizes delinquency ~nd criminality in qe~eral) 

to vary with the frequency. duration, priority, and 

intensity of .~.UJ.Q..~r~ to de.finitions favorable to law 

violation relative to definitions unfavorable to law 

violation. In contrast, social bondinq theorv assumes such 
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exposure to be a qiven part of everyday life; the key 

criterion is whether the exposure to unconventional 

definitions is mediated by the social bond. Yet three of the 

strongest predict.ors of delinquency from the synthesized 

model were conventional beliefs, attachment to peers, and 

the conventionality of peers, indicatinq attachment to 

unconven·tional peers could decrease conventional belief, 

thereby lesseninq the effectiveness of the bond and 

.increasinq t,he probabi.lity of delinquencv. These findinqs 

confirm support for studies such as that by Matsueda {1982) 

in which the bondinq variable of belie£ lends more support 

to a differential association explanation of delinquency 

than to the bondinq perspective. 

such hondinq variables as conventional beliefs, 

attachment to peers, and the conventionality of peers 

possibly could serve as linkaqes from the updated bonding 

model to modified versions of differential association and 

social learninq theories, or they could serve as linkaqes 

from these alternative models to the bondinq model. In 

either instance, the potential for linkaqes should not be 

interpreted as weakness in the bondinq model, the 

associations between the three elements mentioned above and 

the other elements of the social bond do not support a 

refutation of the model. 
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Rather, the potential for linkaqes shouid be interpreted 

as characteristic of qreater flexibility resulting from the 

modification and adaptation of an existinq model to the 

requirements of empirical reality. Attempts to inteqrate 

various ·theories of juvenile delinquencv will necessarily 

occur at the empirical as ~ell as the theoretical level. The 

PL'esent research ha.s demonstrated the utilitv of social 

bondinq theory as a startinq point in the explanation of 

delinguencv and in the development of inteqrated scientific 

models of delinquency causation. 
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Appendix A 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME TO ANY PJ\RT OF THIS 0£JES.TIONN.AIRE. 

YOU HAVE BEEN SELECTED TO PARTICIPATE IN A SURVEY CONDUCTE.O 

BY SOCIOLOGISTS FROM VIBGINIA 'I.ECH, PLEASE COI-1PL.E'TE TH.1.S 

QUESTIONNAIRE AND BETDBN IT PROMPTLY 

ALL RESPONSES WIL.L BE CON.FIDEN'TIAL. NO IND.IVIDUAL SCOB.ES 

WILL BE BEPORTED OB OTHERWISE REVEALED. 

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE DESIGNED TO ALLOW YOU TO GIVE 

YOUR INDIVIDUAL RESPONSE, THEY ASK ABOUT IOUB OPINIONS AND 

YOUR BE.HAVIOBS. 

PLEASE READ EACH QUESTION AND EACH RESPONSE SET CAREFULLY. 

USE ONLY THOS.E RESPONSE SETS PBOVIDED 'WITH EACH QUEST.ICN. 

READ ONLY ONE PAGE AT A TINE AND ANSRE.R THE QUESTIONS ON 

THAT PAGE BEFORE ~URNING TO THE NEXT PAGE. 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOB YOUR COOPEBATION 
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PLEASE ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS BEFORE TORNING THE PAGE 

1.. Sex: 

2. What 

3. Ilace: 

is your aqe? 

white_~-~ 
Black~--~-= 

.. 
·-~~~.-:::!:a.~=~ 

Other .. ~~~~- f please specifY),=~;.,.,...~~,;,. . .;..;.~.:.:....;._,.;;._..:.._..;..,:.,;;;,.,;:;, 

5. What is the name of your school? 
... ·'· -· ............ y• ' .... -·· .... , ··" ..... -· ., .. -·" .... ~· - " 

..:.:;:s,,~'E31~.,,..~.-:a~-=--~-~~=--.-..'.l:S·~'-'°="~·~-:::~ ... le:!fl,;:s,.-=-.-=a.-~~.i:::a.::::a...::..~-;:!. .. ::::!~--·-~---~ 

6. Do you live ~ith: (check one): 
Both parents ··· ···· 
Mother, but not~ather_~==~==~~ 
Father, but not mother==-::;.:;;.::;.:;;,.:;;.;;,..;;· 
Neither parent.~_.:,,.:;..-~:.. i please specify) _________ ~--..;,,---·· 

74 Is your father employed? 

8. 

NO~~--~'-
YES_~;;._.:;,.,;:,.,.,. If YES, what is his iob? (Please describe 

exact1 v what he does) ___ - ____ :~_;;....:;;.._ 
.. ·~· .... -·· " ...... -· -~- ..... ·-· ...... . .. --"' ... __ , . .. -~- .. ·- - .. 

~~-=1;::&.~~~.~i:::a....-:a-~~--..--.-----~~T-"":>.. 

rs your mother employed? 
NO_.;;..;.:;,;..;;,._~ 

YES=~-.-,.~ If YES. what is her iob? {Please describe 
exactly what she does)~,,:.,_~~ 

-- ,. -- ·- ·-, .. _, --·· -- .. ·-· -- ·-- -- ·-
~- .. ,,..~,~·=··-="'-·,,_,....,.,:::a--= .=o-,~~.~.-.=.-·-----------------------..-. 
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9. P1,ease indicate your: father's educational level by 
checkinq the highest level completed in the list 
below .. 

Less than 6th qrade_;.._.;;,:;:,.;:;.::;;:. .. 
6th qr a de to 8th q cade-=-::~.:.;;..;.:;;,;;;;;. ·· 
Some High School __ .;.~.;:.:..=-
H.iqh School Graduate.~:;-.;;:;:.::::.--
Some Colleqe or other training after high school ___ ~ 
Colleqe Graduate,~;;..,,._~"· 
Post Colleqe Education=,;,.=;;;,.~~;.-

10 .. Please indicate vour mother's educational level nv 
checkinq the hiqhest level compl.eted in the list 
below .. 

Less than 6th qrade_;;;.;:;,,·;:,,=;;, ·· 
6th qrade to 8th qrade.=;;.=·,;;;;,.;,.-
Some Hiqh School _____ _ 
Hiqh School Graduate".,,,.,;.~;.=· 
Some Colleqe or othec traininq a.fter high school_~-~ 
Colleqe Graduate~,;;.;,,.~= .. 
Post Co1leqe Education~;:,,;:,,~~,;,,· 

11. Do you work? 
NO_;;.;..:_ __ = 

YES.--~--= If YES, what is your iob? (Please dBscrib€ 
exactly what vou do) ____ .:..~-----.:.-,;;,,,;;._. 

, .. •"-'r• • .~ '• ••• -•' .. - •••• ,. ,.,., ·-~' ~• --••• . ..,. ,._,'' ·' ' • 

~::::a...,.._,-::.;~~~r.:s.==,_-=::a.:...-.-~,__~--.-.-r.. ..... ~~~~ 

12. What is the size of the community, town, oc city 
where you have lived most of vour lifa:~? 

--1. On a farm or open countrv • 
...,..,,;;..;,.,;.2. Less than 2,500 people .• 

- 3. 2,500 to 9. 999 people. 
__ ,;;._:;._;,;.4. 1 O, 000 to 4 9, 999 people 
___ ;;.5. 50,000 to '99,999 people 
~.,;;..-~6 ... Over 100,000 people 

13. What is th'e name .of the communitv., town, or city that 
vou .li v:e .i:n ·now·? ,~~.,,.._":::llt-~.J!::l.::=a..~~-=---~~OO:::..-~·.-::m.--=-~--=--~~.:... ~~ 

14. How many vears have you lived at the location you 
nam-ed in question number 13? 

~--;,.-1- all my life 
-2. ten years or IDore 

~~=·::-3_ .five to nine vears 
-----:-4. one to five vears 
-~~-5- less than one vear 
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15. How often do you attend meetinqs of the scouts, 4-H, 
YMCA, YiCA, or other youth qroups? 

---~~-0. never 
,=~..;...:;;.,:;,.1 .. less than once a month 
----~2- once a month 
.,,..,;;.~,;,.~3· 2 or three times a month 
____ .,;.,4 .. once a week or more 

16. In which of the f ollowi nq school related activ i tias 
do you participate? (check as manv as you need) 

-~~-~_.;.Athletic teams 
=-----Cheerleaders 
--~;.;.,_-;;;.,;;.Hobb v c 1 ubs 
-~~~~Science Clubs 
=~,,:;.;;;.:,:;;.Service Clubs 
-~~~-Musical Groups 
=-;,.;.._::;.School Publications 
--~~~student Government 
~--~.;;;.Honor Societies 
_,;,.:;;,;..:;;, D th er {please specif v> ~;,-.::,,:;:,,,;:,.=-:...----·-.;.::... _____ _ 

17. Are vour friends .he.re at school active in school 
activities? (check onlv one) 

~;;._::;,.:;;._.;. verv active 
_____ somewhat active 
=·~·~=not verv active 
----~not active at all 

18. Approximately how manv ltQ1l~§ R~~ Jl~_! do vou spend on 
homework? 

~~--.:;...;;,.none at all 
----~less than one hour 
.~,.;,..;;.~-~one to two hours 
~~-~::..three to five hours 
.-~~.;,._~;,more than £ive hours 

19 .. Approximately how manv _l\Q.:!l~§ J2£.:_t:H·.~~ek do you spend in 
school L"elated activities otheL" than :homework and 
attendinq classes? 

~-=~~.;;.none at all 
___ ;;..::..less than one houl:' 
_.,,.,,,,....,,.:.;,.;:;,.one to two hours 
---=-three to five hours 
_,,..;;.;,.,.;,;.,;;..mo:ce than five hours 



20. How do you rate yourself in school ability as 
compared with other students in vour school. 

-~.;;;.,:;,.,;.amonq the best 
~-;;.;;;.;;,.above averaqe 
~-.~_;:;.average 

--~;;.~below averaqe 
-.,.;:,.-.,;:;.;:;.amonq the worst 
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21. Hould vou. like to be the kind of person your parents 
are"? 

_____ In every way 
=.;;..,,;.;;.;,In most ·wavs 
- . .:...:..-=In some ·wavs 
-~=~-~In a few wa vs 
___ ;;,.:,Not a·t all 

22. Would vou like to be the .kind of person your teachers 
are? 

·=~.~~In every wav 
~~--;:..In most ways 
__ "1,_.:;,. In so me w av s 
-~--,;,.In a few wa vs 
~.,;..;.._,,Not at all 

23. Would vou like to be the kind of person your friends 
are? 

~~---In ever v wa v 
·=;;.,,;.___;;.In most ways 
~-~.~~In some ways 
~-~.:;.In a fev wa vs 
~--~-~Not at all 
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PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS ON EACH PAGE BEFORE GOING ON TO 

TOE NEXT PAGE, UNLESS YOU ARE OTHERWISE DIBECTED TO DO SO. 

INSTRUCTIONS -- For each of the followinq questions, rate 

the particular activitv 1 s qeneral occurrence in terms of the 

cateqories provided. PLEASE, £i~~1~ the answer vou cho~se. 

1. My pa cents know ~J~g~~- I am when I am awav .fr:om home .. 

never sometimes usua11v always 

2. My parents know }L}}.Q I am with w.hen I am away f :com 
hom,e. 

never sometimes usually always 

3 .. ['ly parents want to help me when I .have problems. 

never sometimes usuall v alwavs 

4. MY par.en ts know what is best for me. 

never sometimes usually always 

5 .. i"ly parents and I talk over my future plans. 

never sometimes usually a111ays 

6. MY parents explain why they feel the way they do. 

never sometimes usua.11 v always 

7. I can share my thouqhts and feelinqs with mv parents. 

never sometimes usua11 v always 
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8. When my parents make a rule I don~t understand, thev 
will explain the reason. 

never sometimes usuall v always 

9 .. I care about w.hat mv teaci1ers think of me. 

never sometimes usuall v always 

10. MV teachers know what is best for me. 

never sometimes usual.l v always 

11 .. I trv hard in school. 

never sometimes usually always 

12. r1 v teachers want to help me when I have problems. 

never sometimes usually always 

13. I shace my thouqhts and feelinqs with mv teachers. 

never sometimes usually always 

14. I dislike school. 

never sometimes usuall v always 

15. The thinqs I do in school seem worthvhile and 
meaninqful to me. 

nevei: so me ti mes usually always 

1£. Gettinq good qcades is important to me. 

neve.c sometimes usually always 

17. School attendance is important to me. 

never sometimes usuallv always 
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18. ihatever my qoals, I trv bard to achieve them. 

never sometimes usually always 

19. Mv fciends understand my needs and problems. 

never sometimes usually alwavs 

20. My friends ~ould stick up for me if I really qot 
myself i.nto bad trouble. 

never soIDetimes usuall v aLwavs 

21 .. My .friends want to help me when I have pro.b.lems .. 

never sometimes usually always 

22 .. I can share my thouqhts and feelinqs with my friends. 

never sometimes usually always 

23. Mv close friends respect the local police. 

never sometimes usually always 

24. My friends tend to qet into trouble with the police. 

never sometimes usually alwavs 

25 .. My friends tend to qet into trouble with their 
parents. 

never sometimes usually always 

26. My friends respect their teachers. 

never sometimes usua11 v always 
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27. My friends tend to qet into trouble at school. 

never sometimes usually always 

28. Ny friends trv to follow the rules and stay out of 
trouble. 

never sometimes usually always 

2 9.. My friends respect their parents. 

never some ti.mes usuallv always 

30. ~Y parents respect the local police. 

never sometimes usuall v al-ways 

31. Beqular church attendance is important to my parents .. 

never sometimes usuallv always 

32. MV parents try to obey the law and stay out of 
trouble. 

never sometimes usuall v al-ways 

33. It is alriqht to qet around the law if you can get 
away with it. 

never some ti mes usuall v al'Ways 

34. To qet ahead, you have to do some tbinqs which are 
not riqht. 

never so:metimes usuall v always 
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35. I have a lot of respect for the local police. 

never sometimes usuall v alwavs 

36. Policemen trv to qi ve all kids an even break. 

never sometimes usually always 

37. Most thinqs people call "delinquency" don•t really 
hurt anyone. 

never sometimes usually always 

38.. .I can• t seem to sta v out of trouble no matter how 
hard I try. 

never sometimes usuallv always 

39. suckers deserve to be taken advantaoe of. 

never sometimes usuall v always 

40. People who break the law at:€ likelv to qet cauqht. 

never sometimes usually always 

41 .. People who qet cauqht breakinq the law are likely tc 
be punis.hed. 

never sometimes usually always 

42. Most punishments are so harsh that breakinq the law 
is not wor·th anv possible qain .. 

never sorne·times usually always 
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43. Do you ever feel there is "nothinq to doff? 

never sometimes usually always 

44. Do vou have reqalar access to a car for your ogn 
personal use'? 

never sometimes usually always 

45. Havinq reqular access to a car is !.e!:Y:' ill11!2I1al!! to 
me. 

never sometimes usually always 

46. How frequently do you spend vour leisure time on 
dates. 

never some ti mes usuall v always 



47. How often do you attend reliqious services? 
-~~-;;. 0. never 
~~~-~..:..1 .. only on important .holidavs 
---~-2.. once a month 
,~~~~.:..3• 2 o.c three times a .month 
---~~4. once a week or more 
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PLEASE NOTE: If you answered with nnever" to question 
47, then please qo on to the next paqe. 

I.f you responded to question 47 wit.h any other 
answer, then please answer the questions on this paqe 
before qoinq on to the next paqe. 

48. The thinqs I do in church seem worthwhile and 
meaninqful to me • 

never .sometimes usuall v always 

49. Feqular church attendance is important to me. 

never some times usually always 

50. The people at my church want to help me when I have 
problems .. 

never sometimes usuallv always 

51. I can share my thouqhts and £eelinqs with the people 
at mv churc.h. 

never sometimes usually always 
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INSTRUCTIONS: For the remainder of the questions 
indicate the extent to which you have participated in 
the activity, respondin.q bv ~it:£ling one of the 
cateqories provided. 

PLEASE REMEMBER: Your answers will remain 
confidential 

52. Marked with a pen, pencil, knife, chalk, or paLnt on 
walls, sidewalks, desks or propert v not belonging tc 
vou: 

never once or twice several times 

53. Broken out any windows: 

never o.nce or twice several times 

54. Broken down anvthinq such as fences, a flower bed, or 
a clothes line: 

never once or twice several ti.mBs 

55. Let the air out of somebodv's tires: 

never o nee or t \;ice several times 

56. Made anonymous phone calls iust to annoy the people 
vou called: 

never once or twice several times 

57. Driven a car ~ithout a driver•s license or permit! 

never once or twice sev€ral times 

58. Taken little thinqs (worth less than $2) that did not 
belonq to you:: 

never once or twice several times 
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59. Bouqht or drank beer. wine. or liquor fincludinq 
drinkinq at home): 

never once or twice several times 

60. Skipped school Yithout a 1eqitimate excuse: 

never o.nce or twice several times 

61. Defied a parent's authority [to his/her face): 

never once or twice several times 

62. "Bun away" from home: 

never o nee or: twice several times 

63. Taken thinqs of some value (between $2 and $50) that 
did not belonq to vou: 

never: once or twice several times 

64. Take.n a car .for a ride without the owner's 
permission: 

never o.nce or twice several ti mes 

65 .. Banged up somethi11q that did not belonq to you on 
purpose: 

never once or tJAice several times 

66. Not countinq fiqhts you mav have had with a brother 
or sister:, have vou ever beaten up on anyone or hurt 
anyone on purpose: 

never once or t·wice several times 

67. Hit someone in such a way as to break their nose, 
arm. etc., or disfiqure the person (e.g. b1ack eye): 

never once oc twice sevecal times 
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68. Taken thinqs of larqe value (worth over $50) that did 
not belonq to vou: 

never a.nee or t liice several times 

69. Broken into a buildinq or vehicle (or tried to .break 
in} to steal somethinq or iust to look around: 

never o nc.e or twice several times 

70. Been in possession of any amount of marijuana: 

never o nee or twice several times 

71. Been in possession of LSD, psilocvhin (mushrooms), 
peyote, or cocaine: 

never once or twice several times 

72. Been in possession of "speedn or anv amphetamines: 

never several times 

7 3 .. Not countinq brothers or sisters, .have you used or 
threatened to use force or violence to get money or 
property from other people: 

never o nee or twice several times 
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74. How often have you been stopped by the police or 
sheriff? 

never once or 'tlilice several times 

75. How often have your friends been stopped by the 
police or sheciff? 

never once or twice several times 

76. How often have vou been arrested by the police or 
sheriff for something you did that was aqainst the 
laY? 

never once or twice several times 
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{ABSTRACT) 

This study presents a multivariate analvsis of the basic 

propositions of social bondinq theory, including the 

refinement of some of the basic indicators and the addition 

of many relevant vaciables as indicated by recent research. 

A synthesized model is proposed and six qeneral propositions 

are derived: {a) attachment to sianificant others, 

commitment to conventional institutions, belief in 

conventional values, and involvement in conventional 

activities will vary positively with each other: (h) fear of 

sanctions is positively related to commitment to 

conventional institutions and attachments to siqnificant 

others; {c) attachment to siqnificant others, commitment tc 

conventional institutions, belief in conventional values, 

involvement in conventional activities and fear of sanctions 

will be inversely related to participation in delinquent 

activi·ty; {d) participation in delinquent activity is 

in verselv related to the con vent.ionali tv ·of .sig:::if ican t 

others; Ce) females will experience qreater levels of 



affective attachments., and conventional commitments., 

involvements, ~nd beliefs than will males and also will be 

less involved in delinquent behavior than males; and (f) 

rural respondents will experience hiqher levels of 

conventional belief than urban respondents and will be less 

involved in delinquent behavior than urban respondents. The 

model was tested usinq primary data on 733 middle and high 

school students f.com public schools in Richmond., Virqinia 

and in Franklin Countv, Virqinia. Nearly all proposed 

relationships are supported; siqnificant exceptions are 

discussed. The importance of the synthesized bondinq model 

for inteqrated theories o.f delinquencv is discussed. 
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